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None,. with Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Right"
Moka County, New Mexico, Saturday. Janüary29. J921.

"With Malice tern.
VOLUME

ROY,

XVIII

;
'CHAMBER OF
ALICE JACKSON OF
COMMERCE MEETING
MILLS PASSES AWAY
The Chamber of Commerce
held their regular meeting last
n
iuonaay evening at tne
office and transacted
considerable business of import
ance. Several leftover matters
were brought up and discussed
and disposed of.
The. matter of employing an
assistant secretary was brought
up and W. H.' McCarerer was
elected as assistant secretary. It
was also decided to get out a
booklet advertising the whole
Mesa and its numerous resourc
e3 . and advantages. The mem
uersnip committee reported a
number of new members. The
drive for Membership will be
continued, and they expect to
make it 100 before they quit
their work.
The printing of the
was left over until the next regular meeting, which will be in
February. There will be a called meeting of members on Friday night of this week to attend
to some left-ovmatters which
were not closed at the Monday
meeting on account of the absence of the secretary, Mr.
Spanish-America-
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I AM

LÍE

FARMER

I am the provider for all mankind, upon me every human being depends ; a world itself is
builded on my toil, my products,
my honesty; because of my industry, America, my country,
leads the world; her prosperity
is maintained by me, her great
commerce as tne worK oi my
hands, her balance of trade
springs from the furrows of the
farm ; my reaper brings food for

Alice Jackson of Mills died
Monday at 9 o'clock at the
Hospital after undergoing a serious operation. - Miss
Jackson had been in 'ill health
since before Christmas and her
condition becamé so serious that
she wa3 taken to Tucumcari the
latter part of last week and. an today, my plow holds promise
operation performéd to save her for tomorrow ;4n war I am desolife but to no avail.
late, in peace I am indispensible,
Miss Jackson had been sales my country's surest defense and
lady in the Wilson store the past constant reliance. I am the very
soul of America, the hope of a
three years and previous to this race,- the balance wheel of civilwas a teacher in the Mora and ization ; when I prosper men are
Colfax County schools.
happy, but when I fail the whole
Her sister Mrs. Mary Earri-sha- world suffers ; I live with nature,
of Kansas City, Mo. and walk in the green fields under
the sunlight out in the great
neice Miss Lucile Baugh, of alone, where
the brain and
Pleasonton, Kansas were with brawn and toil supply mankind's
her when she passed away.
primary need, and I try to do my
She has a large- number of humble part to carry out the
friends at Roy and Mills ' who great plan of God ; even the birds
air are my companions,
will mourn her early death for of thegreet
me with a symphony
they
her sweet disposition had won at the new day's dawn, and chum
for her numerous friends at with men until the evening prayer is said ; if it were not for me
both places.
The body was shipped to the great treasures of the earth
securely, locked,
Shawnee. Kansas a suburb of would remain
the granaries and the great store
Kansas City on Tuesday evening houses would be useless frames,
where the funeral services were man himself would be doomed
held Thursday and the body laid speedily to extinction or decay;
to rest by those of her parents' through me is produced the ener- spark of
in the beautiful Shawnee Cerrie-ter- gy that maintains the
life ; I rise with the early dawn
and retire when the chores are
The
will done ; I am your true friend I
publish a complete obituary in am the FARMER.
next week's issue.
-
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Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Strawn
nave a fine boy at their home in
the Pleasant View neighborhood
sincé the 18th. 4n some manner
we overlooked this last week, but
anyway it is news, and we might
add the little fellow weighs 10
lbs. and' that Dr. Plumlee says
all concerned are doing nicely except C. A., and he will be all
right in a few days or as soon as
he recovers from the shocks
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R. P. Sháya is attending to
The little son of Mr. and Mrs. business matters in Springer
George Mitchell from near the this week. We understand that
county line east of town is re- Mr. Shaya's insurance business
ported dangerously ill with pneu- is going to keep him on the road
monia. As we go to press we considerable during the spring
learn that he is improving
and summer.
'

Mrs. H. C. Bowen of Colorado
Springs, Colo., who has been
visiting her son, J. C. Bowen and
wifr the past few weeks, returned to her Colorado home last
Wednesday. Mrs. Bowen did not
tell us, büt we are of the opinion
she came to see young Bowen.
Jr., more so than Clint and wife.

-

A great BIG Lead Pencil
'4 G. H. Morris of Solano
tablet
for on ly five cents at
attending to business in Roy this the Floersheim Mer. Co.
'

week.

Mrs. J. L. Hayes and son Guy
Hayes and Mrs, Hayes, who

visiting relatives 'and
friends in and near Roy the past
week, returned to their Raton
have, been,

NEW COUNTY NEWS

Residence of J. B. Lusk Practically Tom to Pieces

A number of business men and
residents of the Mesa gathered
at the
office
last baturday evening to discuss
tne new county situation.!' The
matter was given a thoroua-- dis
cussion, and the new proposed
Din gone over. The outlines as
proposed were accepted, as the

During the rain storm last
Sunday'
morning,
lightning
struck the residence of Attorney
o. n. ijusk, wno lives in the north
part of town and practically tore
tne nouse to pieces.
Ihe women folks were busy
arranging the dinner meal, and
tne rest oi the familv were seat
ed in the living room when all of
a suddem there was a blinding
nasn and a crash. The entire
family wa's stunned or knocked
unconscious.
The daughters,
Misses Lena and Jeanette, were
the first to become conscious, and
found their mother lying on the
Kitchen floor, their father and
smaller brother and sister on the
living room floor, and the whole
house filled with smoke and soot.
Mr. Lusk and the younger children soon became .conscious, and
the mother was carried to a bed
and a doctor called.
The flash that struck the house
burned out every phone in Roy
except two, and there was a
blinding flash in every house in
town. Almost everyone thought
that it was their own home that
had been. struck.
After .the accident a number
of neighbors rushed to the house
and did what they could to relieve those injured. Mrs. Lusk
was carried to the Plumlee hospital and cared for by Dr. Gibbs,
who also treated the others who
were injured.
Mrs. Lusk was standing near
the stove when the accident occurred, and the lightning flashed
from the stove and to her body
and tore the shoes from her feet.
She was severely burned about
the lower limbs, and her feet
were also torn and bruised. Lena,
the eldest daughter, jwas also
burned and received a number
of bruises. Those injured are
reported doing nicely, and un
less some complications set in
both are practically out of dan
ger.
'
The lightning seems to have
wn- - the, chimney, dowi
come
both "stovepipes, and flashed
through the entire house, break
ing every window in the house
except two in an off bedroom,
blowing
and
several holes
through the walls and ceiling.
Just how the whole family es
caped death Í3 a miracle, for all
were near stoves, and they seemed to be the full conductors of
the current. Benton, the young
er son, was playing with the dog,
which was lying near the heat
ing stove, and the dog was killed
but the boy was only knocked
,

.
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STORE NEWS

TIVE

old friend of ours, representing
one of. the largest shoe factories of the
country, called on us Tuesday to make arAn

rangements for spring business.

"Our

prices are forty per cent under last
season" was his message. "You can now
retail a splendid shoe for FIVE DOLLARS."
Thought we would just pass this on to you
as a bit of information as to the new
.

to

prices.
disappointed us. on our
coal, but it is, now here, and at the rate
it is going tyiat car of nut wont last

O
CO

H

long.

K
H
Pu

We

Line.

have just taken on a. Tailoring
Let us make you a new suit. Every

Ü

pattern

to

the workmanship "of the highest class..

shown

'little

a

As

is absolutely

and

all-wool'-

special in canned

goods

"Solid pack" tomatoes
"Utahs" at $1.50 per dozen cans. This is
we

offer

you

Sauer Kraut $1.25 per dozen
good soap Twenty Bars
$1.00.

a good buy.

cans.

A

'

the mesa

Where you'

and pay

Co-oper-

ative

company

get .the most for what you sell,
he

least for

what you buy.

.

,
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ton,

M. E. CHURCH

suffering with a severe

at-

tack of tonsilitis and la grippe.
As we. go to press he is reported
We have made arrangements
much improved.
through the kindness of Rev.
Cooke and the Christian church
The public ' schools opened
to have Rev. Alonzo Bright again last Monday,
after being
preach in the Christian church closed a week on account pf a
next Sunday night at 7.30. Dr.. mild outbreak of scarlet fever.
Bright needs no introduction to
the people of Roy. Come out
T. A. Turner, one of Mills'
and hear him.
hustling business men, was in
H. G. Gardiner, Pastor. Roy last Saturday and arranged
n
for an ad in the
for 1921; Mr. Turner is an
,
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Ladies, Visit the Roy Trad- business man, and being Co. Store; First shipm lieves in printer's ink.
ent of Ladies and Misses
Tom Strong and family, who
Spring Hats just arrived.
up-to-d-

have been visiting relatives and
friends in Mansfield, Mo., and
Mrs. I. H. Hornsby,
Nickerson, Kans., for the past
son and well known at Roy, is month, returned home last Satreported very low at her home urday. Tom reports a fine visit
bjut is glad to get back to Roy.
in that place.

..'

y,
of Daw-

-

.

Her

brother

Henry Campbell left for Daweon '
C. E. Seybold, who has been
Tuesday; to be at her bedside, ,
to business matters in
attending
.'
Texas the past few weeks, reThe little babe oi Mr. and turned to 'Roy the latter part of
Mrs. H. M. Warner is reported the week.
quite sick at the family home
'
east of town.
Mr. Wm. T. Jackson of Salisbury, Mo., is visiting his daughter, Mrs. R. H. Bentley, this
Harry Kingsbury was in Ray week. This is Mr. Jackson's first
from Mosquero the latter part.óf visit to the Mesa, but like everythe week visiting his mother, body else he Í3 well pleased With
::
who is at the Plumlee hospital. the Mesa.
;

(
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We appeal to you for your Battery
work and Magneto recharging.

J. E. BUSEY CO,

THE SERVICE GARAGE
Raymond Pendleton

&

Gerald Uodúft

Overland Fours,

First Class Work

on time

Repairing of

Let us make you

All Kinds.

a trade Several

High Rates

good used cars.

No Cheap Mechanics

On Service Corner

In The Town Of Roy.

Mr. Frank Phillips of
Iowa, is reported quite sick
at the Plumlee Hospital.

Fresh Fruits & Vegetables

Mrs. Henry Stone, who has
been in the hospital since, her
fall several weeks ago, was removed to the home of her daughter, Mrs. R. Kilmurry, last Tuesday. Mrs. Stone is improving
nicely, and will soon be recovered frem her recent injury.

Celery, Tomatoes, Cucumbers,
Lettuce, Radishes, Parsley,
Green Onions,, Cauliflower
and' Egg Plant.

R. Lopez left for Santa Fe last
Tuesday to attend to business
matters and look after and help
in the new county proposition.

Mr. and Mrs. James
er of near Gladstone report a
fine baby boy who tips the scales
at 8 lbs. Dr. Self reports mother and babe doing fine at tha
,
Self sanitorium.

delega-

tion down to Santa Fe t$ help'
the sponsors of the bill ifiWces-sar:;
It is expected that tfcVpill
Rep.
W.
Beck,
at
J.
who
is
will be introduced the firát, of:
next week and probably sooif'er. tending the legislature at Santa
The one sentiment among those I
jspent Sunday and the first
weciv wiui nume j.uift.3.
o
nooH
that, wo
Dresent WAS
.IX "WW ffi
"
county, and let's get it and settle
s ''Ellis Abernathy is reported
tho county seat matter later
tlükcr sick at his home north of
;

burned ,to the ground.
Mr. Lusk has a bunch of men
at work this week repairing the
house, and will be ready to
it by the latter part of the
week. Most of the furniture
was demolished by the explosion,
and it will be necessary for them
to get practically all new

Waggon-

.

open to the voté of the people.

unconscious.
The house, which was a
cement block, was shattered, and the chimney blown from
the building. If the house had
been a frame it would have been

Mr. and Mrs.' Homer Parks
have a fine little boy in their
home since Sunday, the 23rd, in
the Brand neighborhood.
The
little fellow weighs 10 lbs., and
Dr. Plumlee reports mother and
babe doing fine and that Homer
will be able to come to town by
Saturday, and hi3 many friends
know he will have a fine box of
cigars with him, when he strikes
,
town.

A' fine rain began falling all
last Saturday
jnorning and continued all day
Saturday and Sunday, with a se- yere,., electrical storm Sunday
forenoon. Over an inch of moisture fell over the mesa, which
practically
insures
another
bumper wheat crop for this year.
T,he rain fell slowly and steadily
aid practically every bit of the
nioisture went into the. ground.
The farmers are all feeling fine
oyer the 1921 crop prospects.
over the mesa

ter of leaving the county;:,seat

It was decided to send a

3

FINE RAIN VISITS MESA

;

n'

The R. R.

P4

.

.only differences were on the; matT

.

MESA

Number

LIGHTNING STRIKES

At prices to fit your purse.
3 Pound can Bon. Bon Baking Powder .'.40c
Canned Corn
..16c

Jello2for
'.

Macaroni

&

$pagetti per Pkg.

25c
10c

Dry Goods, Clothing and Shoes, Priced on present
Market Value.
Careful investigation will convince you.

(Watch this space every week)

ROY TRADING COMPANY,
"A Profitable Place to Trade"

4.

THF

Atl EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE HEWS

HOME THE
OFCESTTHE
COLE
III USED CAñS.
ALWAYS

tf

Writ

lnforniltoD.
1225 BROADWAY

fur Couplet

lay tT Mill.

CONDENSED

C5D

SHELl

EYE

CLASSES
CUMPLETE
SPHERICAL

ToHIC OPTICAL CO.,

tr n c
J0.J

1.115

HOME AND ABROAD.

Stout St.
SAYINGS,

Pit OF. CHARIKS.
SHOP. Mail

Sixteenth
PRATT'S

Muk

1IAIH AND
410
orders.
Denver,
Colorado.
Street

CtSTUMERS
Wall arden

StitrlMt. Trnuformattora. wlp. loupwi,
Mill ordm: fuaruited utUfacttoo.
kowuia priin.
gum. 20 Uta St.. Ikam.
Hiir
Cuulla'i

Z

SHOES REPAIRED
is

maraaa
TOR.

ACHIEVE

Muquende, Thntricil.
Wlp,
29 15tb St.. Dmiht.
wlklttd.

HAIR CMOS,

When

DOINGS,

MENT8, SUFFERINGS, HOPES.
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.

U. 8. at Deowr
lasatUrrtory wort
prim.
EASTERN SHOE REPAIR FACear ctptaK.
YELLOW
FRONT.
1553 CHAMPA STREET.

rTtsttra Nmptptr Union Ntn Sen lea.

WESTERN
One of the first official acts of Gov
Pat M. Neff, who was inducted Into
office at Austin, Texas, was issuance

of an order for Texas rangers to re
main on duty at Galveston for an inOCCASIONS,
ALL
FOH
FLOW KH3
definite period.
l'ark Floral Co.. 1643 Broadway.
Representative Warren of Butte,
IIHAUTY PARLOUS. Hair Goods by
mail. Millicent Hart Co.. 721 15th St Mont., has given notice in the state
House of Representatives of a bill
JEWF.LRY CO. Diamonds, watches, silverware. Out town making picketing In strikes unlawful,
orders careful attention Kst. 1873.
The measure conforms to the Colorado
umplt book
statute, it was declared.
WALL PAI'KH. Woolnile; COURT
PLACE.
Ire. GUIRY IROS.. 14JJ
A temporary dormitory is being
in one of the shops of the Ne
AUTO TOPS. Side and back curtains.
Mail orders. C. P. Bliss. 1351 Court PI. braska state penitentiary at Lincoln
to provide sleeping quarters for the
$260,000.'
EXPENSES
"PERSONAL
overflow population ef the institution
The temporary dormitory will contain
Dollar a Year Man Charged With Be'
fifty beds.
y
Expensive.
ing
Wool growers of eight western Ore
the Oregon
New York. A voucher for $2GO,000 gon comities organized
Associ"for personal expenses of nn officer Wool and Mohair
of the Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corpor- ation at a meeting held in the com
ation," was found In an audit of that munity house in Albany, Ore. The
Col. E. H. plan Is to enlist wool growers In a pool
company's main office.
Almdie Informed the Walsh Congresinvestigating the and sell the wool crop on a
sional Committee
shipping board. He identified this tlve basis.
Discovery by chemists of the United
"officer" as Charles M. Schwab, who
was then director general of the States Department of Agriculture of
The the underlying cause of the destructive
Emergency
Fleet Corporation.
voucher was made for October, 1918. corn dlsense "Root Rot" will enable
"One hundred thousand dollars of corn producing states to increase their
this," he said, "was arbitrarily charged crops probably 10 per cent, E. T. Mer
to ship, construction."
edith, secretary of the department, said
At least $100,000,000 Improperly paid
at Des Moines In telling of the discovshipbuilders by the United States shipIIOHM-ALLK-

N

ping board will be disclosed, Colonel
Almdie declared.
Morse Code Saves Man,
Philadelphia.
After he had been
locked for nearly six hours In an hermetically sealed concrete and steel
vault in the city treasurer's) office, a
knowledge of the Morse telegraph code
probably saved the life of Arthur Brenner, assistant city treasurer.
A nmuse, also locked In, failed to
survive.
Brenner entered the vault, a room
.

fifteen feet square and twenty feet
high, five minutes before closing time,
hunting for a warrant. While hewas
there the big steel doors swung shut.
He shouted for help without attract-

ery.
H. L. Cook, 55 years old, formerly a
wealthy oil operators of Casper, Wyo.,
was found dead in a hotel room In El
Paso, Texas, with the rubber hose dis
connected from a gas heater In bis
mouth. Cook registered at the hotel,
telling the clerk he was without funds.
Being well known he was provided
with accommodations and a small sum
of money. This was the last seen of
him until when his body was found.
"

WASHINGTON

Inaction by the Senate on the thousands of nominations submitted by
President Wilson has bqen broken and
the way paved for confirmation before
March 4, of emergency appointments.
ing notice.
A bill to repeal the excess profits
The lights went out automatically
as the doors shut. Brenner was on a tax and to substitute for it a flat tax
balcony In the rear. He felt his way of 15 per cent on the profits of corpor
down, pulled open every drawer and ations has been Introduced
in the
piled the books on the floor to get the House, Abolition of the $2,000 exemp
amount of all, and then
maximum
now granted business concerns
slept for a while, with his face as near tion
also Is proposed.
the bottom of the door as possible.
Convictions of crime should not also
When he awoke his hand came In
contact with a wooden slat, and re- carry loss of civil rights, unless the
membering that Charles Hockwald, a crime warrants such deprivation of clt
night watchman, also could telegraph, izenship, a committee representing the
lie pounded out in Morse, "I am locked American Bar Association advised a
In."
(
Senate Judiciary committee consider"Will get help," came the answer ing legal reform legislation.
teleImmediately
from Hockwald, who
The agricultural appropriation bill,
phoned for a man who knew the
carrying $33,517,459 for the next fiscal
vault's combination.
year, $19,511,925 less than the esti
mates, has been reported to the House,
Increasing.
Intoxication
The total exceeds that for the current
New York. The number of persons
year by $1,804,675. The bulk of the
arrested for Intoxication In New York
appropriation is for use by the De
prohibition
enforceyear
of
la the first
ment was 150 greater than the year partment of Agriculture, but $1,000,000
before, a comparison of statistics made was authorized for the national forest
public at the Magistrate's Court, disreservation committee for acquisition
closed here. From June to December,
of additional lands at headquarters of
.1920, the monthly scale of arraignnavigable streams. The committee
ments has Increased steadily.
asked for $10,000,000.
A resolution requesting President
17,903 War Prosecutions.
Wilson to Inform Congress why and
A total of 17,903 proWashington.
secutions have been started under war- by what authority he sent Major Gen
time laws, Attorney General Palmer eral Crowder to Cuba to investigate
conditions there was introduced by
told the Senate Judiciary Committee. Representative Emerson, Republican,
Of the 17,903 cases, 2,924 have been
of Ohio.
disposed of otherwise than by convicIn
convictions and
The anual fund for free-- , distributions, 5,720 resulted
tion of seed by Senators and Repre9,259 are pending, Palmer said.
Palmer was before the committee In sentatives was eliminated from the
reply to a request for full Information agricultural bill by the House subcomconcerning results of the operation of mittee on appropriations, but a sharp
the laws enacted as war measures.
fight for the retention was expected
to be made in the House and Senate.
Wants Repeal of Excise Tax.
Losses running Into millions of dolDel Monte, Calif. A fight for the lars would be shown by the shipping
repeal of the excise tax on candy was board In the operation of its vessels if
launched at the convention of the fixed charges were taken into account.
Western Confectioners' Association In Col.
E. H. Abadle Informed the Walsh
session here. Walter K. Louis, secretary of the association, In an address investigating committee. He is a forto the convention, discussed the tax, mer general comptroller of the shipdeclaring it was really a tax on food. ping board.
Japanese wouid not be permitted to
To Coin New
Piece. '
own land In Nevada, provision would
Washington Coinage of a
be made for escheat to the state of
piece bearing the image of Theodore Rroperty and leaseholds acquired In
Itoosevelt Is provided In a bill re- violation of the taw and heavy penalported by the House Coinage Committee. In its report the committee said ties provided for conspiracy, according to the terms of a bill Introduced
that a great need has arisen for
Into the Nevada Legislature by Aspieces.
'

St. Louis,

Mo.

Confidence

In

an

early revival of trade activity was expressed by members of the adjustment
bureau managers' division of the National Association of Credit Men, at
their conference here.
ucifgatea stated that collections and
adjustments had Improved In the last
few weeks, and that conditions are becoming more stable.
J. W. Tregoe, secretary-treasure- r
of
the association, declared that a survey
Indicated more activity of the buying
public In many lines, and that credit
'granters view the outlook with

semblyman Arnold.
The Supreme Court has refused to
review a Judgment of the Supreme
Court of California holding that the
United States Railway Administration
was not immune from damage suits
arising from the operation, of a common carrier in that state.
The level of retail prices declined 10

per cent during 1920, according to a
Labor Department announcement. December retail prices declined 8 per
cent, compared with November, the
Statement said. Wholesale prices during the same period dropped off 8.73
i'er cent

JAP PACT WILL

antl-llquo-

'

ade.

The German treasury department
announced that foreign governments hold 70,000,000 German marks In
puper money and have credits of
marks In German securlias

FROM ALL SOURCES

EHIC AN.

'

Beginning an
r
crusade, 3,
000 women will parade at the opening
of Parliament at Tokio, Japan, to urge

curtailment of the liquor traffic.
'
General Caviglia, commander of the
Italian forces along the Adriatic, has
ordered the raising of the naval block
OF THE ade of Flume, and also the
land block

PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT

Hill

WAX II I Mi TAIILKTS
ft O
trisbm clotbn tbormnhly and htrmlrwlj without
Pwitlwlr hirmlea to most dfllute bindi.
rtibhlnf
Henil I
postire for mili for flit fimll; wuhJnm,
COLO.
KAY SEE MANUFACTURING C(.. tSUVIERS.

WITH LARGE
LENSES

RECORD

FOREIGN

SPANISH-A-

ities.
King Alfonso, with Archduke Fred
erick of Austria, In a hunting expedi
tion in the forests near San. Lucar,
brought down seventy-si- x
wildcats and
one deer. 'King Alfonso shot more

Southwest News

o

SYMPTOMS

New Mexico
and Arizona

PREMIER
ARE

SAYS

NEGOTIATIONS
PROCEEDING SATISFAC-

TORILY AT WASHINGTON.
(Western Newspiptr

Onion

Nwi Serricf.)

anti-alie-

Kor-berv- &

e

4.

-

Mrs. Wilson's Letter Should
Be Read by All Won?n

i

Clearfield, Pa.-- " After my last child
as born last September I was unable
to do an oi my own
mniu
work. I had severe
pains in my left side
every month and had
fever and sick dizzy
spells and such pains
miring my periods,
'k
which lasted two
weeks. I heard of
ni.

An exact duplicate of the California
Asiatic exclusion act was Introduced
In the Arizona
DISARMAMENT
Senate by Senator BACKS
Delora Stoddard, of Maricopa county.
The number of pupils registered in
the public schools of Tucuracarl, N. M., I8SUE8 ARISING
FROM
ANTI
is fast nearlng the 1,000 mark; thirty
ALIEN
LAND
WILL.
LAWS
teachers are employed.
BE ADJUSTED.
John F. Wcod, aged 90 years, and
one of the oldest settlers in Chaves
county, New Mexico, died at the home
(Wwtr Nmsipar Union Newt Serrín. ) '
of bis son after a short illness.
The resolution giving to women the ' Washington, Jan. 24. Negotiations
right of holding state office has been between Japan and the United States
adopted by the Senate in New Mexico. for adjustment of issues arising from
n
The Democrats joined the Republicans
by Cali
land legislation
la supporting the resolution and the fornia were viewed as satisfactory and
count stood 22 to 0.
hopeful by Premier Hara and Foreign
Will J. Cain, chief radio operator Minister Uchlda In addresses at the
on. the navy seaplane NC-5- , who was reopening of the Japanese diet. Prestruck on the head and killed by one mier Hara declared the exchange of
of the propellers ofWhe big plane was Tie ws through Baron Shldehara, Japthe son of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Cain anese ambassador here, and Roland S.
of Douglas, Arizona.
Morris, American ambassador to Ja
pan, were proceeding "in a most
Jacob Korber, president of the
Co. hardware firm, and one of friendly spirit for an amicable adjustthe wealthiest men in Albuquerque,
ment."
was killed in an automobile accident
Foreign Minister Uchlda said "a
at Socorro. He had lived In Albuquer- frank and free exchange of views has
que forty years.
been proceeding on various points' inSenator Lines, of the Arizona Leg- volved." He expressed regret that as
islature, introduced a bill making the yet it was impossible to announce the
blue-sk- y
law still bluer' according to result of the discussions, but he added
the Senator's Interpretation. The bill "we confidently trust an adjustment
would give the corporation commiscompatible with the honor and Inter
sion more power In dealing with quesests of both countries had been finally

arrived at."
The addresses of the two officials
were made public by the Japanese
embassy.

.

Both referred to the sending of Jap
anese troops to the Chlenttao district
of China following the burning of the
Japanese consulate and the killing of
several Japanese at Hunshun and announced that the troops would be
withdrawn when the maintenance of
order was assured.
Viscount Uchlda also told of the
League of Nations assembly and stat
ed that it was the Intention of Japan
"to make endeavors in hearty
with other powers for the attainment of the lofty aim of the League."
"Disarmament Is to be welcomed
for the general welfare of the human
race, and the Japanese government Is
paying special attention to the ques'
tion," the viscount said.
The historic good relation between
Japan and the United, States needs no
reiteration," said Foreign Minister
Uchlda in taking up what his colleague
had termed "the California question."
"Relations between the two nations
steadily have grown in importance.
Tiie present question has been engaging the most careful attention of the
Japanese government.
It has ap
proached the problem from the higher
standpoint
of
Japanese - American
friendship and with full regard to the
close and Important relations of common Interests between the two nations,
and they have placed supreme import
ance on a prompt and satisfactory
solution of the difficulty caused by the
unfortunate movements In California."
Tokio, Jan. 24 The resolution by- Senator Borah for a "naval holiday"
and its favorable reception in Japanese newspapers, served as the basis of
the principal Interpellation In the
House, of Representatives. U. Hama-gucof the opposition said he neither
was a peace advocate nor an advocate
of war between Japan and America,
but that the navnl expenditures of
both nations should be of the sume
proportions as far as possible.
An agreement for naval curtailment,
he said, would benefit Japan more
than the other powers.
"The situation in China," he said,
"is at the turning point, and the awakening of the people Is, indeed, worthy
of note. That the path of China is
beset with difficulties should command the deep sympathy of the peo
pie and government of Japan, while
China's development is a tiling eagerly hoped for by Japan. Not only for
China's sake, but for the general welfare and peace of the world, it is ardently to be desired China should
speedily recover peace and unity."

Bandits Get 12 Cents.
Chicago. Enterprising safe blowers
who Invaded the offices of the Chicngo
Potato Company should have consulted the oulja board before they started
In on the Job, to ascertain what was in
the safe. As it was they expended
many hours of highly professional
skill and used costly tools and explosives, worth at least $10, and all they
got out of the safe was 12 cents two
nickels and two pennies.
Big bestruction by. Fires,
New York. Property worth
0
was destroyed by fire in the
United States from 1915 to 1919, as
shown by the analysis of 3,500,000 adjustments made public by the national
'

Lydia R Pinkham's
Cora-

-

so much good and
thought I would rive
it a trial. 1 nave been very glad that I
did, for now I feel much stronger and do
all of my work. I tell my friends when
they ask me what helped me, and they
think it must be a grand medicine. And
it is. You can use this letter for a testimonial if you wish.
Harry A
Wilson, R. F. D. 5, Clearfield, Pa.
The experience and testimony of such
women as Mrs. Wilson prove beyond a
doubt that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound will, correct such troubles by removing the cause and restoring the systerrsto a healthy normal condition. When such symptoms develop
as backaches, bearing-dow- n
pains, disnervousness
placements,
and "the
blues"a woman cannot act too promptly
in trying Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound if she values her future comfort and happiness.

"Mrs.

'

VICTIMS
RESCUED
Kidney, liver, bladder and uric acid
troubles are most dangerous
of their insidious attacks.
Heed the first warning they give
that they need attention by taking
be-cau- se

COLD MEDAL

The world's standard remedy for

these)

will often ward off these diseases and strengthen the body against
farther attacks. Three sizes, all druggists,
leek rer the name Cold Medal on wary bait
Hiorders,

The Day After.
Everett, aged six, had been left with
a neighbor while mamma and papa attended an amateur theatrical.
When they were alone together, the
neighbor remarked : "Your mother certainly looked nice. She was certainly
,

dressed up."
"Yes'm," Everett responded,
"she
had on everything new she got for
Christmas 'ceptlng her percolator !"
; '
Cartoons Magazine.
A New Gas.
A new gas has been developed from
the manufacture of alcohol which can
be compressed to 3,500 pounds to the
square Inch and stored safely In steel
tanks.

Stop That Backache!
loose agonizing twinges, mat auu,
throbbing backache, may be warning of
serious kidney weakness serious if neglected for it might easily lead to gravel,
dropsy or fatal Bright' disease. If you
are raftering with a bad back look for
other proof of kidney trouble. If there
are dizzy spells, headaches, tired feeling and disordered kidney action, get
after the cause. Use Doan't Kidney
Pills, the remedy that has helped thouSatisfied
sands.
users recommend
Boon's. Ask your neighbor I

A Wyoming Case

Mrs. G. O. Hau- -

ser,

211S

..SMEi

Warren

Cheyenne,

St.,

Wyo.,

says:

"1

have found Doan's
Kidney Pills to be
all that Is claimed
for them. My kidneys were weak
and I often had

dull, nagging; backaches. I felt dull

ana languid anay
my kidneys actedlLi
Irregularly. 1 wai'jS
advised to use Doan's Kidney PlUa
remedy for
and they were the rli-hme. Doan's cured me of all signs of
the trouble."
t

Get Doan's at Any Store, 60c

Bo

DOAN'S

POSTER. MILBURN CO., BUFFALO, N. Y.

Skin Troubles
Soothed

With Cuticura
Sasp 2Sc, O ill taunt 2S tad 50c, Talcsa 25c.

mMúimís-w-

mm

i

tí

126 KtARÜIOTH JACKS

I hara a bargain for yon, eome quick.
W. L DiOLOWB JACK FAKM

$1,410,-375,00-

5.

I

Vegetable

.

board of fire underwriters. Electricity
led with $84,080,471.. Matches am
smoking stood second, with $70,474,348,
and defective chimneys caused
Other causes were: Stoves,
furnaces, boilers and their pipes, spontaneous combustion, lightning, sparks
on oofs, petroleum products and unknown causes completed the total.

DREAD

WOMEH

BE FAVORABLE

From AH Oim

than half.
Canada's wheat yield for 1920 totaled 263,189,300 bushels from 18,232,-37- 4
acres, an average gain of four
f
and
bushels an acre over
1919, the Dominion Bureau of Statistics announced1 at Ottawa.
Twenty-twJapanese sailors, survivors of the Japanese steamer Sakura
Maru, wrecked off the northern coast
of Luzon Island, landed at Aparrl,
Luzon, in two lifeboats. It is believed
the entire crew was saved. The. Sakura Maru was a coasting freighter
of 239 tons.
A communication Isued at Doom by
Dr. Haehner, the physician attending"
the former Empress Augusta Victoria
of Germany, who Is 111 with heart disease, said, "The former kalserin's
heart attacks are less frequent but her
general state of weakness and of wearing away is increasing."
A call for a special session of the
Mexican Congress, beginning Feb. 7,
has been Issued by President Obregon.
Among the projects to be considered
are the new banking law, article 27 of
the constitution, which governs petro-- " tionable securities. The title of the
leum deposits, a new labor law, army bill reads: "A bill relating to securreconstruction and International com- ities and providing for the issuing of
merce.
permits thereto by the Arizona corFifty persons were arrested In To- poration commission."
kio, Jupan, charged with disturbing a
A bill Introduced by Senator Eddy,
court In which thirteen Socialists, ar- of Yuma, Arizona, would give police
rested when the Japanesé Socialist courts of incorporated cities "concurleader was Inaugurated, were being rent jurisdiction with justice "courts
tried. Employés
of an engineering over all violation of the laws of Arizworks have smashed the fixtures in ona, committed in the cities, and all
the plant following the dismissal of civil matters arising and now tryable
seveuty-flvstrike agitators. Ten men by the justices of the peace." Police
were arrested.
'courts would be subject to rules of
civil procedure now applicable to jusGENERAL
tices of the peace.
Rent reductions averaging about 20
Additional statistics on business of
per cent were ordered made by seven
Milwaukee landlords, by a ruling of the port of Douglas, Ariz., during 1920,
as compiled by C. A. Housel, deputy
the local rent bureau. Among the landlords affecte'd was the owner of twelve' collector of customs In charge show
that total collections for the year at
flats.
port were $17,190.54. Of the total
A reduction of 20 per cent In the the
price of farm Implements lias been an- collections, the sura of $5,576 represented head tax payments assessed by
nounced by A. V. Burch, vice presiimmigration service and collected
dent and general manager of the the
by the customs service.
Collections
Blount Plow Company at Evansvllle,
from all other sources, which means
Ind.
Lprlnclpally duties, amounted to
Col. William t. Baker, 90 years old,
'
said to be the oldest member of the
Kansas-NeMexico oil well,
The
order of Elks In the United States,
located south of Lakewood, New Mex
Springfield,
died at
III. He was. said
ico, was shot and two minutes after
to he a boyhood chum of Abraham
the shot was fired oil went clear over
Lincoln.
the top of the derrick. Following the
The Singer Manufacturing Company, shooting, the work of cleaning out the
makers of sewing machines, employwell was started at once and the in
ing 8,000 workers at Elizabeth, N. J., stallation of the pumps was started.
announced an immediate reduction in Oil men in charge of the shooting say
wages of 20 per cent. It will not affect that the well will produce
about 25
salaried employés.
barrels per day. The well Is considAn appropriation of $250,000 for the ered very shallow, the depth being
relief of needy unemployed was voted slightly over 600 feet.
at Detroit by the city council. The
George Bubany, of the Bubany Coál
fund, made Immediately available, will &
Lumber Company of Gallup, New
be disbursed by the city welfare comMexico, has received plans for the
mission.
Applications for relief, ac- business block which he will erect on
cording to the, commission, average
the site near the bullamg occupied by
about 200 daily.
the Hubbell Trading Company, and
The Louisville & Nashville Railroad the actual construction work will be
Company will Install wireless outfits started af. once. The new building
soon at New Orleans, Mobile, Pensa-col- a will contain three stores and will be
and Louisville for the transmis- completed about the first of July, the
sion of railroad business, according to total cost to be nearly $20,000. All
an announcement
made at New Or- the storerooms have already been
leans by R. R. Hobbs, telegraph super- rented for a period of five years from
intendent for the company. Train dis the time of. completion. '
patches will not be handled, however.
The city of Albuquerque has entered
Three men posing as policemen in the new year probably In the best conChicago stopped an automobile driven dition financially of any city of its
by Mrs. Sigmund G. Livingston and size In the Southwest.
According to
robbed her of Jewelry which she valued a report filed by the city treasurer, the
at $30,000. Included was a pearl neck- total expenditure during the year 1920
lace which she said was worth $20,000.
was $290,471.95.
In spite of this, the
Mrs. Carrie Chapman Catt, who city treasurer shows a balance on
Inherited the bulk of Mrs. Frank Les- hand of $21,365.89.
An appropriation of $150,000 Is asked
estate, made settle- In a bill
lie's $2,000,000
introduced by Senator Curtin,'
ments with two heirs to avoid
of Mohave county, Arizona, for a
of the will, it was disclosed when bridge in the vicinity of Pierce Ferry.
the referee's report was submitted in This bridge wóuld connect the ArrowMrs.
Surrogate's Court.
Leslie's head highway of Utah, with Kingman,
niece, who was bequeathed the income Phoenix and the national highway
of
from a $50,000 trust fund, was given northern Arizona. Senator
Curtin ex$100,000, and another prospective con
plained that 4,000 square miles of Ari
testant was paid $100,000 by Mrs. zona lie north of the river and that
Catt.
this bridge and the road would bene
Ole Hansen,' former mayor of Seat fit this vast area which contains oil
tle, disrupted a Socialist meeting at shale, copper, lumber and farming
He said $90.000 was aDDro- Racine, Wis., when, under auspices of lands.
priated
the last Legislature for the
at
the Racine Constitutional Defense
from Kingman north and the
League, he Invaded the meeting, at road
bridge; that the sum was matched by
which Irwin St. John Tucker, Indicted Mohave county,
that the road had
under the espionage act, was the prinbeen built almost to the river, that
cipal speaker, and challenged him to a the county would build the
road be
debate. Mr. Tucker declined at first, yond the river north to the Utah Hue,
but submitted the question to the audiand that the additional $150,000 would
ence, which voted against the debate be sufficient to bridge the river. '
amid shouting and hisses.
E. C. Vanderbllt, district commercial
Noonday lunches would be elimln- - superintendent of the Western Union
ated every other day by 1,400 high Telegraph Company, has announced
school students at Evansvllle, Ind., un
that the company has taken over the
til $500 Is raised for the starving telegraph wire between Williams and
children of Europe, It has been an the Grand Canyon and that the wire
nounced. The $500 will feed fifty had been made a part of the regular
children until the harvest season, It system.
was said.
Rangers on the Manzano National
.7George Franklin, a former attache forest In New Mexico are now
taking
of the United States Shipping Board, applications for grazing for the comand later auditor of the Southern Ce- ing year. About 11,000 head of cattle
dar Company, slipped on the bathroom and over 60,000 head of sheep and
floor at his home at Jacksonville, Fla., goats feed on this forest during
the
broke his neck and died almost in year.
stantly.
one-hal-

'
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Baby Coughs
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treatment with a remedy that eeav.
Pfao'a la uiM but effective; pleasant to take. Aak you.' dru((it for
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THE "BLUE LAWS"

IN THE PROBATE COURT
State of New Mexico )
V
)ss.
County of Mora
)
Notice
To All Administrators, Executors and
Guardians:
Notice is hereby by order of the
Probate Court of Mora County and
State of NV.i- - Mexico, that II Administrators, F;:ccutors and Guardians under ti jurisdiction of this
court, file with th? clerk of this court
a report as such Executors,' Administrators and Guardians, not later than
the 7th day of March, A. D. 1921.
Done at Mora, New Mexico, January, A. D. 1921.
CHARLES L. FRAKER, JR.,
Attest:
Probate Judge.
COSME R. GARCIA,
Clerk of the Probate Court.
By LUIS PACHECO, Deputy. (Seal.)

IN 'THE JUSTICE OF THE PEACE

COURT

There's a great deal of spac

22, Mora Co., N. M., Be.
being devoted in daily newspa- Precinct No.
frr.. F. H. Foster, J. P. Thereof.
pers and.magazines these days to ST,',';
S OF NEW MEXICO, )
"

a discussion of this country's
possible return to the old "blue
laws" of Pilgrim days, and since
the matter has become national
in its scope naturally citizens of
Roy are taking their share of interest in the discussion.
Out of Washington comes a
report that the ford's Day Alliance proposes to stop everything on Sunday which involves
any kind of manual labor. That
would mean all trains would stop,
milk couldn't be delivered, Sunday papers would have to suspend ; drug stores and ice cream
parlors would keep their doors
locked and auto pleasure riding
would cease. Not' a gallon of
gasoline or anything else-c- ould
be sold on Sunday. At the
same time there comes a denial
of this, a high official of the
League declaring that it is proposed only to stop everything
which borders on commercialism. There could be ball games,
if no admission was charged,
and autos could run provided it
was in order to get their owners
and their families to and from
church.
We do nof believe there is a
community in
more
all the land than the one in which
this paper is printed and circulated. And we do not want to
afea Sunday commercialized to
the extent that it will mean only
g
day. But we
a
do feel that our citizens are entitled to fresh air and exercise
and such innocent pleasure as
they feel is best for them after
six days of labor. And any attempt to legislate them into being 'any better than they are is
going to meet with a hearty prolaw-abidi-

ng

money-grabbin-

County of Mora
J. K. Livingstpne,
Plaintiff,

)S3.
)

) Attachment
VS.
i
F. Ówen, De
)
fendant.
Notice of Pendency of Action
epliart, Union
To David F. Owen,
Co., New Mexico.
YOU are hereby notified that you
have been sued by the above named
Plaintiff, in the above named Court,
that your credits amounting to One
Dollars in the
Hundred Ninety-nin- e
hands of Jas. H. Ruth, have been
that unless you appear nnd
answer before the above named Ccurt
on or before the 19th day of February, A. D. 1921, at the hour of 10 o'clock in the forenoon, judgment by
default will be rendered against you.
Done under my hand and seal this
11th day of January, A. D. 1921.
FRANK L..SCHULTZ,.
Constable.
Pet. No. 22, Mora Co., N. M.

David

-

Ar-"v.j- o.

N'ew Mexico.

Mexico, Janu-

COSME R. GARCIA,

(SEAL!

tract

Clerk, District Court.

,

S'é SW Sec. 26, T. 18 N., R. 26 E.,
N. M. P. M.
PE CONTEST
The sale will nptbéjkept ojien, but
wijll be declared1' closed when those
present at the hour named have ceas-e- i
V Department of the Interior
bidding,: The'per&on 'frisking the
UTS. Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
i
Jan. 4.' 1921. j 'highest. bid will be required'.to .immevyt,...
To Elias Torres, of Trementina, N. diately pay" to the Receiver ) 1he
' "' '
amount thereof.
m., Vomesiee:
Any persons claiming adversely the'
You are hereby notified that Elias
land are advised t(T
Sena, who give Sabinosos, N. M., as
address, did, on Nov. file their clajms, or objections, on or
lis
29, 1920, file in this office hh duly before the time designated for sale.
PAZ VALVERDE,
:orroborated application to contest

ÍKfflei
WASHING CAR

'

"au

EFFICIENT WAY

I

above-describ-

post-offi-

Unusual Care Must Be Exercised
During First Months of Use

VARNISH

EASILY

SCRATCHED

Only Pure Castile Cap or Nonalkali
Soaps Should Be Used in Rumov.
!r.g Grease Wax Polishes Are
4
Quite Efficacious.
i

No automobile owner, should forget
thut unusual rare must he taken in
washing n new car (hiring the first few
month of lis '.
i,,' vnrnSsh requires consid- The
prulilc i....f to lumton, a:nl until that
time (lie finish is pjsil.v scratched.
Only mr' cast le soup or
i.onps should he used for the removal
ot ''reuse. Gasoline is out f the question.
Lukewarm (not warm) water should
he used In washing, and nceuimilntions
of mud er dust should he carried off
stream of waby means of a
ter .from the hose Instead of being
rubbed off with a .sponge.
After a thorough rinsing, the varnish
Should la dried by means of a chamois-skiwrung out continually in clear
water. A long sweeping movement of
the chamois produces better results
than a rotary motion.
A soft woolen duster Is preferable to
a feather duster for the interior of the
non-a!kn-

one-Inc- h

n

car.

Register.

id secure the cancellation of your

of New Auto.

iir.iestcad Entries Serial Nos. 020117
and
nd 029201 made
for NV2 Sii, EYa NWVi and W
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION-ISOLA- TED
JEM, Section 35, Township 17 N.
TRACT
"iange 24 E., N. M. P. Meridian, and
Public Land Sale.
é
3 grounds for His contest he alleges
Department of the Interior.
wholly
has
entryman
The
net "x x
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
bnndened abovs tract, has failed to
December 30, 1920.
orig-rIva upen or cultivate either his
l "C of
Authorizes Sale.
or additional entry; that those
NOTICE is hereby given that, as
'cff.cts exist now and for the last directed by the Commissioner of the
our years and in to date hereof. General Land office, under proviThat at the time of submitting proof sions of Sec'. 2455, R. S., pursuant to
mtryman had failed to comply with he application of Rudolph C. Grunig,
ha Inw under which he is seeding Roy, New Mexico, Serial No. 027258,
title."
we will offer at public sale, to the
Vou ara, therefore, further noti- highest bidder, but at not le3 than
ced that the said allegations will be $1.50 per acre, at 10 o'clock A. M.,
aken a3 confessed, and your said en-r- y on the 15th day of March, 1921 next,
will be cancelled without further at this office, the following tract of
to be hsard, either before this land: SV2
NEH NEU, Sec. 8,
iff ice or cn appeal, if you fail to file T. 18 N., R. 25 E., N. M. P. M. "This
af-rr tract is ordered into the market on a
i thi3 office within twenty days

NE.

iht

ths FOURTH publication of this showing that the greater portion
thereof is mountainous or too rough
for cultivation."
The sale will not be kept open, but
will be declared closed when those
present at the hour named have ceased bidding. The person making the
highest bid will be required to imme
diately nay to the Receiver the
amount thereof.
Any persons claiming adversely the
land are advised to
file their claims, or objections, on or
Register. before the time designated for sale.
Date of first publication Jan. 15th.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
Date of second publication, Jan. 22nd. 1.
AT
Date of third publication, Jan. 29th.
Date of fourth publication, Feb. 5th.
.

otice, rs shown below, your answer,
r.der oith, specifically responding to
hr?e allegations of contest, together
vitiriiue orcof that you have served
roT'.' of voir Answer on the said
onteshr.t fit'ner in person or by registered mail.
You should state in "our an?wer
:he name cf the post office to which
you desire future notices to be sent
o you.
,
FRANCISCO DELGADO.
'.

above-describ-

it

."

--

mash:.

50 pounds wheat bran; 50
pounds fine ground chop; 50
pounds ground oats or barley;
50 pounds dried beef scrap or

possible. Th'ey should be well
mixed and fed dry in a deep
trough, a hopper, or in a long
narrow box provided with cleats
to prevent waste. Set the box
where it will not be used for a
roost and where litter can not be
scratched into.it. Cover with a

board at night to shut out the

rats.

This mash will furnish nutrients for
material
that is probably lacking at
present. All grain should be fed
in stra,w or other litter. Don't
be afraid the hens will not find
it. The scratching aids health
and makes life interesting for
them. Incidentally, it stimulates
egg-maki-

the
Delegates
egg-maki-

--

I

foster;

ce

h

I. C. DODDS

Register.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ISOLATED TRACT

'

'
Public Land Sale
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M
December 30. 1920.
.

r

nt io

OA

on

..j... cj.

NOTICE is hereby given that, as
directed by the Commissioner of the
benerai Land Office, under provi
sions of Sec. 2455, R. S., pursuant to
the application of Fred S. Brown,
Roy, N. M.. Serial No. 027317. we
will offer at public sale, to the high
est bidder, but at not less than $2.00
per acre, at 10.00 o'clock A. M., on
the 17th day of March, 1921, next, at
this office, the following tract of
land:
WÍ4 SWU Sec. 11. T. 20 N. R.
2& E N. M. P. M. "This trac: is or- derea into the market on a showing
that the greater portion thereof is
mountainous or too rough for culti
vation."
The saie will not be kept open, but.
will be declared closed when those
present at the hour named have ceas
ed bidding. Tho person making the
highest bid will be required to immediately pay to the Receiver the
amount thereof.
Any persons claiming ndver3elv the
land are advised to
file their claims, or objections, on or
before the time designated for sale.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

'
.

above-describ-

NOTICE FOR

PUBLICATION-ISOLAT-

ED

TRACT
Public Land Sale.
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land .Office at Clayton, N. M.,
"U" of
orders sale.
December' 30, 1920.
NOTICE is hereby given that, as
directed by the Commissioner of the
General Land office, under provisions
of Sec. 2455, R. S., pursuant to the
application of Fred S Brown, Roy,
New Mexico, Serial No. 027341, we
will offer at public sale, to the highest bidder, but at not less than $2.00
per acre, at 10.00 o'clock A. M., on
the 17th day of March, 1921, next, at
this office,, the following tract of
land :
SNW,4 Sec. 14, T. 20 N., R. 25
E., N. M. P, M. "This tract is or
dered nto the market on a showing
that the greater portion thereof is
mountainous or too rough for cultivation."
The sale will not be kept open, but
will be declared closed when those
present at the hour named have ceased bidding. The person making the
highest bid will be required to immediately pay to the Receiver the
amoupt thereof.
Any persons claiming adversely tho
land are advised to
file their claims, or objections, on oi
before the time designated for sale.
PAZ VALVERDE,
,
'Register.
above-describ-

are worth.
While this class of immigrants
is coming in a class of emigrants
that has been of grpat value to
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
the farmer is going out. 1 hese
are the Swedes and Norwegian:
Department of,thn Intsrior
of the northwestern section oí U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
Dec. 27. 1920.
this country, thousands of whom
are returning to their native NOTICE is hereby given that Pas
of Kephart, Union
'.and or flocking across the bor R. De Herrera,
Co., New Mexico', who, on December
der into Cariada. A large nuvn 15th, 1917, made Homestead Applica
ber of these sturdy tillers of the tion, No. 023012, for N SWV Sec- rt rt
A
t
i!
Kangc nz f
in.,
soil declare that America is not non
zi, mj.ownsnip zó
M.
N.
Meridian,
E.i
P.
has
filed
what it used to be," and that as of intention to make Final Three notice
many undesirable residents are Proof to establish claim to the Year
land
now permitted to land in this above described, before F. II. Foster,
country that they see1 ahead a U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
New Mexico, on Feb. 23, 1921.
curtailment of our liberties. The Roy,
names as witnesses:
Claimant
government will have to tighten
Elias D. Herrera,- Arturo Lanfor,
protect
to
itself,
wishes
it
if
ud
Teófilo De Herrera, Gregorio Lanthev argue, and it sounds good. for, all of Keohart. New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
The entire affair offers someRegister.
to
thing for our
they
quicker
think about, and the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
back up the new law to stop im- Department of tho Interior
migration for a year with laws U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
Jan. 12, 1921.
to govern those who are over
is hereby given that GabNOTICE
here looking for an easy living riel Torrez, of Sabinoso, N. M., who,
and without work the better it on Feb., 1 y 1 tí, made Homestead
N o. 02 i tío i), for SE M ,' E Y SW M
will be for all of us.

and
Undertaker
Embalrner
;

18, 1921.

.

ow-,ft-

Post-Offi-

filed notice of intention to make Fin
al Five Year Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before F.
H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his
office at Roy, New Mexico, on Feb.

Claimant names as witnesses:
tankage.
Julian S. Trujillo, Leonor Martinez,
One or more of these can be both
of Albert, New Mexico, Paz Cor- yet
or
added
omitted
others
and
tiz and Juan Del Valle, both of Mos
givé good results. Always in- quero, New Mexico.
fA, VALV tKUti,
clude the bran and meat food if

organs.
from all county
farm bureaus in the state will
meet at State College during the
week beginning January 24, for
their second annual conference
to make plans for the coming
year. The New Mexico Farm
Bureau was organized just a
year ago, and since that time has
become a member of the National Federation of Farm Bureaus.
Many matters of importance will
be taken up at the conference
next week.
Members of the Swine Growers Association at Clovis are vacthe estate of Add Harrison, de- cinating their purebred hogs so
ceased, and all persons .having as to reduce the possibility oí
claims against said estate of Add loss from cholera. .
Harrison, deceased, Svill present
the same within the, time preABOUT IMMIGRANTS
g
scribed by law. Any person
said estate wHl make imme- ;There seems to be an idea in
aiat; payment.
some quarters that the immiF. H.
Administrator of Add Harrison. grants now swarming into this
Box 87, Roy, N. M country are to be welcomed on
the ground that they will seek
employment
on
farms, and
NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC thus solve one oftheour
great laHaving again taken over bor problems. But if there is a
the City Tailor Shop, I am farmer around Roy of that opinnow ready to do your clean- ion we want to point out his ering and pressing. I am also ror in such belief. For governreports show that these
ready to order you that new ment
people are flocking to the larger
spring suit at prices that cities and that a very small per
will suprise you. Remember cent of them go to the rural disall my work is GUARANT- tricts. The fact is also establish-that in many instances farmEED. The City Tailor
have found the new residents
ers
McCargo.Propr.
Dock
undesirable, and will not have
them around. Thty are, to put
it plain, more trouble than they
I

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior
If your héns are healthy, have
N. M.,
good shelter and good appetites, U. S. Land Offics at Clayton,
Dec. 27, 1920.
you can make them lay eggs by
NOTICE is hereby given that Fran
proper feeding, unless they are cisco Martinez, of Albert, Union Co.,
of such, poor breeding that they New Mexico, who on October 23rd,
mil, made Homestead Application,
are unworthy of the name of No.
014043, for W
NEÍ4 and E
chickens. Try giving them the NW!4 Section 30, Township 18 N.,
following mixture as a dry Range 32 E., N. M. P. Meridian,, has

ROY, NEW MEXICO
Office in FosterBlock

e
player
For Sale 1
piano, two years out of factory;
17 shoats, 3 months old, good
grade; 1 registered Duroc Jersey boar, 19 months old. I will
take red and white face heifers
for part pay. Virginia McClure.
Wr-cView ranch, 1 mile. NW
Mills.
high-grad-

-

4

t

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Plate-glas- s
windows are best cleaned
with soapy water tq which a small

Deciai

.

Department of the Interior
at Clayton, N. M.,
Dec. 15, 1920.
o
NOTICE is hereby given that
Martinez, heir and for the heirs
of Marlita M. Martinez, deceased, of
Solano, Mora Co., New Mexico,, who,
on July 19, 1915, 'made Homestead
Entry, No. 020490,' for Wy2 NEV.
Sec. 31,
NW
SEW, NH NW
NW
SW
Section 30,
W
SW,
Township 18 N., Range 27 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Final Three Year Procf
to establish claim to the land abov
described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner, at his office at P.oy,
New Mexico, on Feb. 17, 1921.
Claimant nihies as witnesses:
Andres G. Trujillo, Samuel Martinez, Nieves Madrid, O. E. Sanche1
The body of an automobile must be all of Solano, New Mexico.
carefully washed and cleaned; oth-'- .'
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
erwise it will lose its beautiful finU. S.'Land Office

Fila-Jelfi-

U. S. Government

Warns

O

Save Your Cash Receipt
.
Tickets

;

En-r-

ec. 10, EV NEH Section 15, Town- - Mf.-.- i.
New
25
Mex. Prin. Meridian, has filed notice

.,e

i-

Starting Saturday we will give
50c in merchandise for CASH
Thomas A. Whelan
Eugene Palmer
RECEIPT TICKETS
Whelan & Palmer,
amounting to $10.00

Lawyers

Farm-er- a

wtt

(Watch this space every week)
j

ROY TRADING COMPANY,
"A Profitable Plac3 to Trade"

:
j

i

M., on Mar. 4, 1921.;

Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose M. Torrez, of Maes, N. M
Eugenio Gallegos, Hilario Lujan and
Manuel Lujan, all of Sabinoso, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

Rat Breeds 6 to 10 Times a
Year, Averaging Ten Young
ex to a Litter.
this, act as soon as
Practice in State ar.d Fed- youRemember
see the first rat. Get a pkg.
eral' Courts and
of
It's a sure rat
U, S. Land Office
and mice destroyer. It's con- jvenient, comes in cake form, no
SALE A Chevrolet mixing.
FOR
Mummifies rat after
touring car, just overhauled and killing leaves no smell. Cats
in perf ect condition. Will sell at or dogs won't touch it. Three
i bargain for caslj, or on terms,
sizes, 35c, 65c, $1.25. Sold and
Edgar J. Floersheim.
guaranteed by Fairview Pharmacy and Roy Trading Co.

Highest prices paid for Cream Clayton, New. M
We test Cream at all hours.

Rats.

They carry Bubonic plague,
fatal to human beings. They
:arry foot arid mouth disease,
which is fatal tc stock. They kill
'hiclrens, eat rrrain. cause de- jtrurHnn nf
If VOll
will "kill
P
have rats
them leaves no smell. Come3
in cakes, ready for use. Three
sizes, 35c, 65c, $1.25. Sold and
guaranteed bv Faiview Pharmacy and Roy Trading Co.

y,

Let Bagwell fix and rechnrge
of intention to make three year Proof
your battery or magneto mag- to establish claim to the land above
described, before Anselmo Gonzalez,
nets. J.E. KUSEY CO.
U. S. Commissioner, at Ventanos, N.

About Disease Caused b

RAT-SNA-

law-make- rs

11

s

amount of alcohol has been added.
Rinsing may be done in the usual
way, the chamois being used to take up
the moisture remaining on the car
body, first making sure the chamois is
frpe from srrit.
Wax polishes have been on the
market for a number of ;ears and
their application is a. simple me".er.
A piece of clenn cheese cloth is used
in applying the wax and another, to
distribute it evenly. R. L. Prlndle, in
Popular Science Monthly.

'

MAKE THE HENS LAY EGGS

TED

TRACT
Public Land Sale.
Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton. N. M.,
Orders Sale.
"C" of
December 22, 1920.
NOTICE is hereby given that, as
directed by the Commissioner of the
General Land office, under provisions
of Sec. 2455, R. S pursuant to the
application of Rudolph C. Grunig, of
Roy, New Mexico, Serial No. 027355,
we will offer at public sale, to the
highest bidder, but at not less than
$1.50 per acre, at 10.00 o'clock A. M.,
on the 15th day of March, 1921, next,
at this office, the following tract of
land: SEVi NEVi Sec. 7, T. 18 N.,
R. 25 E., N. M. P. M. "This tract is
ordered into the market on the showing that the greater portion thereof
is Mountainous or too rough for

-

,

ish.

PUBLICATION-ISOLA-

above-describe-

NOTICE OF PENDENCY OF SUIT.
State of New Mexico, County of
Mora, In the District Court.
Cashmore, )
Patricio,
)
Plainttiff
) No. 2773.
vs.
Anastasia Cashmore, de- )
)
fendant.
Anastasia
The said defendant,
Cashmore, is hereby notified tha a
suit for divorce has been commenced
against you in the District Court,
Fourth Judicial District, State of New
Mexico, sitting within and for the
County of Mora, by said Patricio
Cashmore, plaintiff therein, wherein
plaintiff pray3 that he be granted an
ibsolute divorce from said defendant
in the grounds of abandonment, and
for such other relief as to the Court
rr.ty seem- meet and proper; that unless younter or cause to be entered
your appearance in the above cause
in or be 'ore the 25th day of February, 1921, judgment by default and a
leered pro eonfesso therein will be
against you.
,
Plaintiffs' attorney is Luis E.
nostoffice address, Las Yegas,

reel".

NOTICE FOR

The ale will not be kept open, but
will be declared closed when those
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
' Department
present at the hour named have ceasof the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M., ed bidding.
The person making the
Jan. 12, 1921. highest bid will be required to immeNOTICE is hereby given that Fran- diately pay to the Receiver the
cisco Garcia, of Mosquero, N. M., who amount thereof.
on Dec. 3, 1920, made Homestead
Any persons claiming adversely the
Entry, No. 025562, for SWy NEtt,
d
land are advised to
SYt NWW and NW
NWÍ4 of Sec- file their claims, or objections, on or
tion 34, Township 18 N., Range 29 before the time designated for sale.
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed noPAZ VALVERDE,
tice of intention to make Final Three
Register.
Year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before A. A.
Noticia
Wynne, U. S. Commissioner, at his of- A Todos Administradores, Ejecutores
fice in Mosquero, N. M., on Feb. 21,
o Guardianes:
1921.
Noticia es por esta dada por orden
Claimant names as witnesses:
de la Corte de Pruebas del Condado
Jose Garcia y Chaves, Julian Gar- y Estado antedicho, que todos Admincia, Juan Griego, Ti"1!" Garcia, all istradores, Ejecutores o Guardianes
of Mosquef o, N., M.
bajo la juridiccion de esta corte, proPAZ VALVERDE,
tocolen con el Escribano de esta Corte
Register. un reporte como ta'les Administradores, Ejecutores o Guardianes, antes del
dia 7 de Marzo, A. D. 1921.
Por orden de la corte dada en
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Mora, Nuevo Mexico, el dia 3 de
ISOLATED TRACT
Enero, A. D. 1921.
Public Land Sale
CHARLES L. FRAKER,
Department of the Interior.
Juez de Pruebas.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M., Attestiguo:
(SEAL)
COSME R. GARCIA,
"C" of
Orders Sale.
Escribano de la Corte de Pruebas
January 6, 1921.
NOTICE is hereby given that, as Por LUIS PACHECO, Diputado.
directed by the Commissioneo of the
General Land Office, under proviNOTICE
sions of Sec. 2455, R. S., pursuant
To Whom It May Concern
the application of Eliza Bell Kilmur- -'
Notice is hereby given, to
ry, Roy, N. M., Serial No. 027470, we
will offer at public sale, to the high- v.hom it may concern, that F. H.
est bidder, but at not less that $2.00 Foster, tiia undersigned, was on
per acre, at 10 o'clock A. M., on the the 14th day of January, A. D.
12th day of April, 1921, next, at this
office, the following
of land: 1921, appointed administrator of

,

Mora. New
test from them "right off the aryDated.
4. 1920.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

A

RAT-SNA-

P.

THE

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

THE SPANISH AMERICAN PRINTING COMPANY
Frank L. Schultz Editor.
Wm. G. Johnson Associate Editor.
Subscription $ 2.00 Per Year
RlUlBTIKIU AUGUST Í7. 19H
second-clas-

matter at the

s

'

'

i

postoffice in Roy, New Mexico,

IT TAKES NERVE
Scores of Roy people seem not to realize that the chief source of
income to the newspaper is its space. There is no hesitancy on
the part of many in asking the .editor to publish an item in his
paper without charge which is more oí an advertisement than
piece of news. On the other hand, it is seldom customary to ask
the merchant to give away one of the rhany articles on. his shelf.
Nobody thinks of walking into , a store, pointing out something
and saying "please give me that for nothing." Yet they go right
around to the newspaper office with an article they know will bring
them in money and they coolly and deliberately say to the editor:
"Pelase give us space for this.".."Should you ask the merchant for free goods you'd be refused,
and, further, he'd accuse you of wantirfg something for nothing.
And yet you will find many who can't see it in the same light when
give away his stock in
it comes to asking the newspaper man
space.
his
trade
The newspaper does more to advertise the community and
forward public movements than any otjher institution. There is
no question about that and even peoplejwho do not take a paper
and pay for it know something about trb power of the press. Yet
the newspaper is asked for moe free things than is asked of any
other institution. The duty of the 'paper is to conform to the
needs, ideals and tastes of the community and to serve as a means
of information. It was never, intended to be run in the interest
of any business or any individual who íopes to get through the
platform.
world on a something-for-nothin- g

t

-

f.

p

,

r

Glen Anderson and Ernest
Wade went to Raton Monday ,vto
enlist in the navy but recruiting
Many a dairyman's idea of to this branch of service has
pure milk is the kind from which been temporarily stoped for the
the cream has been skimmed.
present and the boys came back
Many a Roy marreaches the to Roy Tuesday much disappoinpoint every now and then when ted.
he feels that his life is devoted
solely to raising children, rais- . J.W.Robertson who has been
ing taxes and raising what Sher in the east for the past
several
man said war was.
months for the benifit of his
We have ateo noticed that health returned home Tuesday
some advocates of home indus- slightly improved bnt a very síck
tries are not always as indus- man.
trious when at home as they
should be.
Be sure and read the R.E. BroStill another pretty good way ck ad in this weeks S.A. Mr.
for a man to keep himself broke
is to try to live up to the reputa- Brock has some dandy real estate
bargains to offer the public and if
tion of a "good fellow".
you have real estate to sell yov
Many a Roy man who prof esses to be a sharp knows that a can not do better than list it with
,
"cutting" remark does not pay. hin.

AS WE SEE IT

N
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

WHAT OUR BANK IS

It is our constant aim to meet

the needs of all the people all
the time in every particulars.
the small depo
sitor is entitled to as much
careful attention as the

We' consider

large one.

We handle all business mat-

ters partaining to notes, drafts,
mortgages, contracts, checks,
deeds and travelers checks, and

-

One Arkansas town has a
stone pile for prisoners right out

the street. That's about the
only way to put a profiteer on
the "square".
What is the use in the League
of Nations preventing the manufacture of battleships when some
wicked nation. will come along
and start bootleggin' 'em?
on

FOR!- -

Clara Martin is a new reader
of the S.A. this week. Clara is
teaching school near Mills.
.

can help you in many other
ways.

.

R. E. Alldredge is attending
to business matters in Springer
and Trinidad this week.

For Sale

80 acres deed land
miles north of Solano. AdAs one Roy citizen said yes- dress Mrs. Martha Frank, 119
terday, the danger of kissing lies Emerick St., San Angelo, Texas.
not so much in contracting a disease as in contracting a lawsuit. SCHOOL TEACHERS
AND SCHOLARS
We .see where a Greek prince
is going to marry a Russian
The
n
still
Princess and we suppose that has a few hundred rulers which
calls for a new war over there.
they will send to anv school on
The worst part of making a the Mesa not yet receiving a supmistake is to have to listen to ply. These rulers are good hard
your wife remind you that she wood rulers, and will not cost
advised you not to do what you any school a cent. If you have
not received your supply, let us
did.
hear from you.
We can only judge by the smiles and laughter, but most Roy
First shbmjtitofL aHíPs
people seem to enjoy coming out and Misses Spring
Hats iust
of church more than they do goreceived at the Roy Trading
ing in.
1

3-- 4

THE ROY TRUST

.

SDanish-America-

LAND VALUES
.

Among the residents of Roy community who are always predicting calamity for the farming industry of this country it has
been the practice of late to lament the rapid rise in sale value of
farm lands. The purpose seems to be to convey the impression
that the farms are getting too expensive for the farmers to own.
And yet, what other use could be made of the vast acres of tillable
land to be found all over this hatión we are at a loss to imagine.
But statitics produced by the. Department of Agriculture
through an investigation conducted jn Iowa arrive at the sober
truth. The farmers are setting theii lands at remarkably high
prices, and in hundreds of instances': iré realizing handsomely on
;imes. But. the buyers ere
their investments made in pre-wfarmers. The wicked real estate deatfr, so much maligned, hardly
figures in the transaction. Fewer than seven per cent of the
buyers and but a little over eleven per cent of the sellers were real
estate agents. From the fact that, o course, the greater number
of sales thus credited may have been lin the interests of farmers,
to be
it is seen that the element of pure ieculation scarcely is
ar

is a great tribute to the profitableness of the agricultural
industry in the state of Iowa that the average value of farm lands
to 1920. No
increased $121 per acre in the five; yekrs from 1915
the'highJ
products and
of
farm
price
other reason is assigned than
to
farming as
apply
laws
the promise of unusual profits. The saftie
increase.
other industries "stocks go tip when dividends
to

It

all

This Space belongs to

Turner's Cash
Grocery

co. More; ladies be sure and

Kentucky farmers threaten call and see
them.
act to raise tobacco next year,
but that. won't have any effect on nice thing about it is
it won't
cigarettes.
leave the farra wnen wages go
When you pick up a paper and up in town.
see where two women are claimYou have also
ing to be the "widow" you can ed that chronic probably notickickers soon debet the deceased didn't die bank- velop a whine that won't
wear

Of Mills, New Mexico

-

rupt.

off.

The average Roy man doesn't
Once in a while a Roy boy
feel that he gets value received mnished for impudence, gets
but
when he gives to charity unless most
times
mobecause
his
is
it
someone comes along and pats ther has a headache.
'
' him on the back.
.,. .,..
n
government will nevAn eastern man has invented er be popular in America except
a new kind of pitchfork. The among married women.

Dealer in Fancy and Staple Groceries
We make special prices on case lots.
Remember "Quality and Service"
is our motto.,
WATCH THIS SPACE EVERY

week;

One-ma-

,

Thos. A. Turner, Propr.
Mills, New Mexico.
Mrs. Harry Evans who has
been visiting her father near Alva
The backers of the important-financia- l Okla. the past few weeks return
centers, who have been ed home
Thursday. She reports
steadily and áctively participather
much improved in his
father
ing in handling the financial
.
problems which have character- health.
ized the period of readjustment
NOTICE.
from war conditions, are uniformly optimistic on the present
The Assessor will be at Roy
financial and business situa- Saturday, Monday and Tuesday.
tion," said Edward Cookingham, Be suse and give injyour
assesspresident of the Ladd and Tilton
bank, Portland, Oregon, "It is ment by that date or you will
important that all of us bank- have to send it to Mora.
ers, manufacturers, wholesalers,
farmers and wage earners rec- FIGHT TO SAVE INDUSognize the fact that the economTRIES AND PROPERTY
ic adjustment now going on is
inevitable and must run its
In Western legislatures there
course. However, there are so is a square fight to
save propermany favorable features to' the ty and business,
industries
and
'present situation, and so much agriculture
ession-a- l
from
the
prof
of encouragement in the future
tax boosters who constitute
outlook, that it is difficult for me the state and local governments.
.
to be otherwise than optimistic.'' Budgets
are increased and demands are doubled in many departments and war conditions
A SANE STATEMENT
gave opportunity to expand
'
"The northwest will exper- functions and officialism.
ience a distinct revival of
Taxes have 'leaped from fifty
within the next 60 days," to
per cent in two
predicts A. V. Brown, superin- years. And there has been con
tendent of western division of stant increase for ten years past
the Northern Pacific railroad.
until the confiscation or khsnrn- "It is just a matter of complet- tion point has been reached. The
ing the readjustment work tax boosters are largely responwhich had to come," declared sible for the high cost of living.
Mr. Brown. "There is absolute- orate income taxes are now
ly no reason why people should
as new sources of revenue.
become panicky or get the idea
When the farmers are taking
that this depressive period will six billions less for their crops
continue. The country has just than last year, when many facas much resource and the de- tories are idle, for lark nf mir- mand for products is , just as chasing power on the part of the
great.
people, wnen wholesaler and re"The movement of goods has tailer are taking losses of bilbeen curtailed on account of the lions in the readjustment of nn- waiting of the people due to the es, when labor is taking monthly
readjustment of business and la- wage reductions or no employbor to a common level. I believe ment, why should not the overthat things will pick up and the head of state and county govern- building and indus- mehts be reduced in tho
d
mo
trial activity revived within 60 i proportion, instead of voting in-- I
days."
,
creases.
BANKS OPTIMISTIC
O

Bring in your

We have some

GRAFONOLA

Coupons

Sat. Jan. 29th.

The Latest News of
the Newest Music

At 4 o'clock
LUC

HldL-lllU-

VVXIl--

Catalog
THE newfor1921 Columbia
with
the
Filled

greatly reduced
prices, which
will interest you
in all lines, of
merchandise.

;

'

you-- ,

v

latest news of the newest music, this
complete catalog will help you make
Music for dances-so- ngs
your selections.
operatic airs jazz band offeringsin fact, all the latest music on
Columbia Records is alphabetically arranged for your convenience. The
best known popular headlines and the
most brilliant modern opera stars make
records exclusively for Columbia. See
their songs in this catalog. We are
holding a copy for you. Come in and
get it.

be given away,
be there when
the number is
pulled.

I

Watch this space weekly for
our ad, it will
pay you.

three-hundr-

ed

pro-pos-

FLOERSHEIM

MERCAN-

TILE COMPANY

much-neede-

-

i"

éd

t

.

í

THE

County Seat
News
Items of Interest
From our Mora
Correspondent
(Irvin Ofirden Sr Correspondent i
Writing copy for a paper and
moving and repairing a house to
live in all at the same time reminds us of the trying times of
last winter when we were build
ing the
office arid running
the presses outdoors for weeks
while getting .the old office torn
down and the Jiewf one' built.
S-- A

NOTICE FOR

PUBLICATION-ISOLA-

above-describ-

Moving from Jioy, to. Mora in
PAZ VAL.VERDE,
one day is some .job, and when
Register.
you get lost and drive several
miles up the wrong canyon, it is
'
Costly Orchlis.
a feat tó remember. However,, Nearly all the orchids found 'In
we we nere, ana m a, nouse so Burma can be grown with n
big you cali get lost in it, and will and attention in "private gardens.
Thee Is one exception, a
soon be settled.
--

-

llctle-oar-

'

sweet-smellin- g

The County Commissioners
met last Thursday. arid transact'
ed
some routine
business.
Among other things ;they allow- to J. D. .Medina as
ed
road boss for the county, following his appointment by the Gpv- ernor. iNot au are pleased with
the action, and the hand of mem- bers
of the old gane is said to be
'
in it. Be that as it may,: the pros
pect lor the chopping off of all
county road bosses by the
'the
'
legislature seems certain, so that

i

graft will be elimináted.

species called tazin by the Burmese, and which Is usually brooght
to market In Christinas week in
'.Ban-goo-

It only seems to flower inthe
t
most malarious
frequented
localities, and at a lime of the year
whWh is the tigeKs mating
season,
and when they are most dangerous to
human beings. It Isiti great demand
by Burmese, and sells for Its weight
and-"leas-

things. And the water is not
used to even a small fraction of
its capacity. Some day this old
vaBey is going to waken up and
dessslop

into onecbf the most pro-

areas of ihe State,. agriThe proposal to .lump all the ductive
as well as in power
culturally
road funds into one State fund, and other natural resources.
to be spent under the direction of
' the State Engineer, is: not popu
The epidemic .of diphtheria
' lar with communities not on any has.abated, and most of the
of the pet road pro rects. Th' schools are running again.
bulk of the taxes' will be paid by
The slaves in the Assessor's
people who will seldom get to office are still grinding away ear
use1 the roads built for tourists ly and late ' extending the tax
They will have to 'stay At home rollsnarid getting them ready for
and dig for the money to pay the the Treasurer s office. It is a
said road taxes too, steadily to long job still, and'will ever stand
have time to ride the great high as a "reproach to'ihose who .are
ways.
responsible for
.

it

Still and all Mafbetter to
' have the róad taxes peilt building roads in the State tthan to
'
have it paid out as pensions to a
group of political pets of any
party?
The letting of tine (contract for
the extension of .the las 'Vegas-Mor- a
rod on to Black La'kes, via
fOcate arid Lucero, is interesting
; to;
Mora people. This roan will
connect with the reads building
out of Raton via Cimarron, and
we may confidently expect tour
ist cars over the new scenic
by next fall. It will be the
route
í
a
j i
r
ill
in tne diaic, antnviu
nnesi anve
pass throogh Mora from the
north by the old mill and strike
The mam street at the Id Wal
;

-

--

1

iton-Hote-

1

corner.

l

MOSQUERO MENTIRAS

TED

TRACT
PUBLIC LAND SALE
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
Orders Sale.
"0" of
January 11, 1921.
NOTICE is hereby given that, as
directed by the Commissioner of the
General Land office, under provisions
of Sec 2455,. R. S., pursuant to the'
application of George H. Ray, Roy N.1
M., Serial No. 027362, ve will offer
at public sale, to the highest bidder,
but at not less than 32.50 per acre, at
10 o'clock A. M., on the 13th day of
April, 1921, next, at this office, the
following tract of land:
NW
NW4 Sec. 6, T. 19 N., R.
25 E,-N- .
M. P. M.
The sale will not be kept open, but
will be declared closed when those
present at the hour named have ceased bidding. The person making the
highest' bid' will be required to immediately pay to tie Receiver the
amount thereof.
Any persons claiming adversely the
land are advised to
file their claims, or objections, on or
before the time designated for sale.

Arrangements "are under way
by the County Board of Educa
tion to have school warrants
paid, .and the interest on them
paid by the general school fund
It is hoped this can be done and
thus rélieve the teachers from
carrying the brunt of the loss oc
casioned by the malfeasance of
those responsible for the delay
uvfolleicting taxes to meet cui-- rent expenses.
Special Government officers!
were here last week Jooking up.
the source of supply uf the joywatervin 'the community. We
-

failed to 'learn just what they
found, except that someone was
making cider without a permit,
The fine mew residence of Mil

PANISH-AMRRIC-

Well, here we are again. Did
yau miss us very Kxch?
Rain, a good
drizzling, steady,
s'
rain
that soaked the ground and assured another bumper wheat
crop fell over the Mosquero vicinity Saturday and Sunday.

II
L

seemed like Good Old Summer Time during the recent rain.

Summer showers, thunder ánd
lightning, a little hail and An as-- ,
surance of another good crop
made the fanners forget the low
price of wheat and the confiscatory price of beans.
A dance and supper wa3 given
at the Kress warehouse last Saturday night which was well attended and at which a general
good time was enjoyed by all
present. The rain and mud
seemed to hold no terrors to
those inclined to a desire to trip
the light fantastic.
Mrs. J. B. DuvalL who has
been suffering from anbcess in
the ear, was taken seriously sick
Friday night with heart trouble
and was hurried to the Plumlee
hospital, where she is now undergoing treatment oíd is reported as being much better at
the present writing.
. '
Mosquero has outgrown her
school facilities and the directors have found it necessary to
provide more house room and an
additional teacher. They succeeded in renting the Methodist
church, secured Miss Helen Tob-las a teacher, and moved a
part of the primary grades to
the new location. A xonsolidat-e- d
district has now been formed
at Mosquero, trucks will be provided for the transportation of
the children, And a high school
erected, and Mosquero will then
take her place as the leading
own on the Mesa for .education-a- l
facilities.
Mrs. Epifanía Bueno, mother
of Mrs. Miguel Martinez, who
has been sick for sometime, died
at the home of her .daughter at
Mosquero on Friday night at
eleven o'clock. Interment was
made in the ncr.v Catholic cemetery north of Mosquero on Monday afternoon, where & large
crowd witnessed the last sad
rites.
Dr. Avery, dentist from Roy,
was in Mosquero two days of last
week looking after the dental
needs of the people of this part
v
of the Mesa.
,r
Mr. Benj. F. Brown and family returned from & trip to Colorado and Kansas last weék. They
report that they were snowed in
line, had
on the Kansas-Colorato leave the car and proceed by
train the rest of the journey.
Mrs. Brown and the' children
visited with Mrs. Brown's sister.
Mrs. Ellenberger, at Kirwin,
Kans., while Mr. Brown visited
some of the oil fields, incidentally
witnessing the blowing in rof a

sidestep.
They owe it tathe state tysee
that every industry and every individual is allowed to go ahead
to the fullest extent in order that'
prosperity and employment may
be maintained.
Never before have the responsibilities on our lawmakers been
heavier or their direct responsibilities to the public greater.
Taxation must be reduced. No
new burdens can be loaded onto
industry and meddling legislation and regulation must not be
sanctioned.
In other words it is the duty
of our lawmakers to give indus-an- d
for the public welfare,,
try and the individual a chante
to
himself on a peace
time basis without undue legislative and political interference.
If the legislature will establish
higher standards for the certification of first grade teachers so
that real efficiency is required to
obtain that certificate, and back
this up with an adequate salary
for first grade teachers, the interests of public economy and

S
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The GilPull in the Belt
A real tractor roust be as efficient in the belt as in the drawbar or
be a profitable investment. And the makers of the OilPull
had this in mind in designing this tractor. Study the OilPull design
you
will
see its advantages in belt work.
and
First, youTl find the belt pulley correctly placed on the right-han- d
side, up out ofthe dirt and directly in line with the operator's
vision. The OilPull can be lined up with any belt driven machine,
backed into the belt and the belt started and stepped by the
operator without leaving the cab.
Moreover, the pulley is mounted directly on the crankshaft no
bevel gears, no lost power.
Ample belt clearance is provided by a ptented front axle
shifting device which eliminates the necessity for sacrifices in design
so common in tractor desig.1 such as
d
and goosenetked
frames, small front wheels or wheels too close together.
The speed of the engine is automatically and instantaneously
regulated by the governor and provides a steady, smooth power
under all load variations.
Then there's the OilPiuTs 25
reserve power, guaranteed
kerosene burning and oil cooling, backed up with twelve years of
successful performance.
One of the four sizes will just fit your needs. May we send information, or will you drop in and see the tractors?

it cannot

Farm?
Where

grow your own fruit, vegtables (whether

dry land.

I have some good bargains in'either small or large irri
gated farms, small cash payment, good term on balance,
good dry land as you will find anywhere joining ,at $12.50
per .acre, can trade one or two irrigated farm j for'dry land. '

;
'

c

'

v--

have land listed around both Mills and Roy, one place '
between Roy and Mills;
a. 103 in wheat, $00.00 cash"'"
will hmdle it balance long timé easy payments at 6 per cent';?
''
interest.
I

m

Oi,Tne

and See,
H E. BROCK
v.

I

county-creatin-

'

WHAT DO YOU
KNOW ABOUT THISf
'

.

shocked to know that within the
past year or two there have
been found in thisjeountry public school teachers who have actually been onenlv accused of
teaching anarchy to growing
boys, and planting seéds of disloyalty in their young bosoms.
That men chosen by the community to direct the education of
that community's boys and girls
would show symptoms of disloyalty is almost past understanding. Their complete unfitness
to have any hand in educational
affairs, has become so apparent
in a lew instances that the Legion has started an open fight
upon them, ánd believes it .will
succeed in uncovering many cases that might otherwise have
gone for a long time unnoticed.
We are proud of our teachers
in this community, and we are
glad to know that no suspicion of
this kind has ever been directed
against them. And we bejieve
the teachers will be among the
loudest to demand that those of
their profession who aré accused
of disloyalty be dealt with to the

Springer, New Mexico.
ment has been caused by numerpíans and
g
ous
rumors of plans being circulated
in our midst recently. Some
have stated that a tipw rnnntv
would be created with Mosquero
as the county seat, others have,
naa a new county with Roy as
the county seat, others have had
the southern end of Union county annexed to Quay county, while
still others pretend to have information that a new county will
be- formed out of the southern
end of Union county and a part

American government.

Residents of Roy will be

.

Come

FALSE TEACHERS

The entire country
wilfh
with interest the outcome of the
my vcuiwii m Wisconsin oy members of the American Legion to
have excluded from the public
ichcols teachers who have been
convicted of violating the espión-acr- e
laws or who in anv wav arl- j?c$.te or suggest the overthrow

I sell land for a living and do nothing but look for bar- gains for my customers, and believe I can save you money
'
on anything you want.
;

do

old-ti-

yu can

it rains or not) azd ai. ilfa, also sweet clover. 10 acres ofi
sweet clover will graze more head of stock than a section of

.

-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
Jan. 20, 1921.
NOTICE is hereby given that Juan
De Mata Mares, of Roy, Mora Co.
New Mexico, who, on December 18th,
1917,i made Additional Homestead
entry, No. 027612, for W
WV4
Section 23, Township 20 N., Range
24 E.N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make Three
Year Proof, to establish claim to the
land Above described, before F. H.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at Roy,
New Mexico, on March 2, 1921.
'.ir
'Claimant names
W. R. Whitena". "Jilij Abeyta,
,
Magin MarrLu. Lolulroh, all of
Roy, New i .xioo.
- '.N CISCO DELGADO,
fi.
j
Register.

Why Not Own an Irrigated

.

ot

and the governor urgently recommends it. That ought to settle the state's policy in the right
way, and settle it permanently

47
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school efficiency will be served at
the, same time. Both political
parties are pledged to this course

ANDERSON MACH. WKS.

er

-

11

bull-doze-

.

;

nt

in' session.
These bodies owe a duty to
each state, which they cannot

two-day-

nor Rudulph.and, family is near-Work on the Las Vegas road 'is mg completion. It is on 'the site
progressing fast, the fchootini' of the old $t."Vrain hoirwvsáid to
well at Eldorado, Ark.,
cut of rock and grading is nearly" be the first house built in Mora new
expert' oil men heJieve
where
done, and three rock crasher Tt fares the river and 5s near
that
rival of the Old Mexico;
the
old
stone mill.
and truck outfits are making and the
distributing the surface coat,' Jim Pritehard, who came with fields "has been found.
which 'is being rolled down with,
Mr. Alfred Kress, hustling
when we moved, is the artist
a steam roller. It will be one fine us
Mosquero
merchant, is fast dis
in charge of the remodelling of
drive to 'Vegas when it is finish- the
Ogden home. He is getting posing 'of hi3 stock of merchan
ed.
enamoured of the valley and may dise prepáratory to retiring
try to return to Roy this win from business for a short time.
not
Rychlewski,
wh
came
Steven
As soon ,as his business here is
with ns from Roy, has a job on ter. The Ford truck with which closed
up he will take a vacation
entirely
sátisfac
the high wjay and .is delighted we moved is so
in California for a short time,
with it. He declares himself toiy that we may not be able to then
oil operations
part of that gang just as long art with it for a time, although on hissuperintend
Utah holdings, and then
there are a lot of people who
as the boss will let him stay.
contemplates returning to Mos
want it.
quero and engaging in the bankA tacky (dance by the K. C.
Miss Casados, who has been at ing businessL.
Saturday night drew a large
crowd to the hall and entertained Las Tesas at a sanitarium for
Mr. Isidro "Montoya, formerly
them royally. The young people some weeks, is home again and county
assessor but now residing
m
here certainly know how to have much improved health.
at Watrous, was a business visit
...
A good time.
Monte Butler, of the Id Wal or in Mosquero Saturday and
'Mrs. Ogden, county superin- ton Hotel, is., proving this week Sunday.
tendent, and Mr. Max Rivera, that strikes can't interfere with
The garage husiness has
county rural school supervisor his business. The family is dogrown
so that the Pioneer Ga
Wat-rous ing all the work themselves and
and truant officer, drove to
having a forty-forage
is
addi
well
as
as
caring
to
for
trade
meet
with
their
the
Saturday
on the north side which
tion
built
local school board and try to ever. Monte spends more time
help them adjust some difficulty in the kitchen and less enter- will be used as an office and work
shop.
in their schools. The local board taining guests, but the business
same.seemed equal to the situation and goes on just the
Revival services that have
were left to adjust it in their
been held at the Methodist
Lopez,
of
editor
the
Frank
own way.
Wagon Mound Pantagraph, was church under the local pastor's
Rain Saturday and Sunday in Mora Monday. He is planning direction by Rev. Geisenheimer,
made it disagreeable, but the a deal which will change the traveling evangelist, have been
moisture was welcome as it has newspaper situation very mater- well attended and quite a numbeen dry for a long time. Snow ially in the near future. Noth- ber of people have united with
the church as a result.
in the mountains is piling up and ing to tell yet. ,
insures plenty of water for next
Mr. W. T. Lofton, one of the
Requests from friends in the
summer.
settlers on the Mesa, is
east end for favors in looking
building
a modern home on his
To one who is r.ceustorae to up records anJ attending to busilarge
northeast of town.
farm
coming
ness
matters
quite
in
everything,
are
utilize
save and
been very suc
Mr.
has
Lofton
neriallv nower. it setms like a regularly. We may become a
has become
a
cessful
farmer,
as
court
m
house,
to
nuisance
around
the
see
waste
the
lis;
ehameful
here turn the water eff tr.e but it is a pleasure for us to do the owner of a large farm, and
wheels and let it run away when these little thing3 which we have is rapidly improving it. to such
not actually grinding. The pow- known so frequently in the past an extent that it will soon be one
the best appearing farms cn
er already harnessed here would, to cost a man in the east end a of
Mesa.
the
generators
to
expense
Mora
of
at
an
trip
to
$50
electric
if hitched
when not otherwise needed, light to attend to matters that could
stamp.
Quite a little needless exc;te- a city or furnish power for many be done for a twn-ce-

o

LEGISLATOR'S DUTY PLAIN
In a short time me legislatures
of various western states will be

. .
ex..-- . J
uos,A aaiurqay
night two
iu,3A
infn raiaeq, held up,
cleaned out and clear "busted" a
nice, genteel poker game that
was tunctioning in the Glem
mens house on the west side of
the railroad. Just as a nice pot
had changed hands and the lucky
one was estimating the proceeds
oí ms Driiiiancy, the open "ses
ame was sounded on the out
of San Miguel. Needless to say side of the door. In response to
that measures of this nature, the time and poker honored
like almost all of the rest of leg- query "who's there?" the name
islative bills, have always been ot a prominent centlpmnn whn
and probably will always be left dearly loves a little or big pokto the last few days of the legis- er game, was uttered from with- limit iplthe law if they are proven girtity: The step taken by the
lature and then rushed through out and the dnnr immorKa-fnliLep-ioin Wisconsin
in such a hurry that they are opened. The first things to en American
has
thesupport
of
loyal citizens
were
a pair ot ugly looking
really satisfactory to no one in ter
particular. Tinder the nresent automatics and at arms length of every one of the remaining 47
and it is honed. thev will
high rate of taxation it would behind them were two masked states!
not stOD until thev've misted
probably be a good idea to let individuals
described as the every
guilty teacher in the land.
the creation of new counties counterparts of Bud Fisher's
alone for a while until we can Mutt and Jeff. In response to a
In Prajse of Winter,
support those already in exist- gentlemanly request, 'all hands
as you find him, and
Winter
,Take
went
skyward in the sppliant
ence without bearing such a
turns out to be a thoroughly honest
heavy burden as at present.
attitude bequeathed the whole he
fellow with no nonsense In him, and
world by fhe patriarchs. Jeff tolerating none In you, which
Is a
then proceeded to gather in the great comfort In the long run.
First shipment of Ladies winnings, estimated by the late Lfiwell.
.
and Misses Spring Hats just owners as some five hundred sent,
as the law generally is on
good dollars. Jeff's eyesight and
arrived at the Roy Trading fingertouch
occasions of this kind. nnH ina.
were
to
said
perbe
Co. Ladies are invited to call fect and
the little fellow HiH nnt tipe was not awake and working
and see them.
leave enough coin in the room to at her job.r However, Sunday af- ouy a bowl of chile. Wishing tarnoon 1xuarsnai spring arrest-rtwo susnects and lanrlerl tViom
the gamesters a very pleasant
Word to the Women.
evening and many happy returns Ul the county bastile, but no preIt may not beiiet undue attention. of the occasion, Mutt and
Jéff liminary hearing has been had
but 240,162.943 needles were mnde in then went away
t because of. the absence of
from there. v
the United States last yenr'. It would
Attorney woodward.
issirict
be pleasant mental recreation for a
Things have come to a pretty The gentlemen now languishing
long evening to figure how ninny hours ',jass when free born
American in jail stoutly maintain their inof 'lnlmr. based on the nroverb that o citizens
cannot
for a nocence. In the meantime offic
conore?ate
6t:tch In time saves nine, would hnvt
nice little game
poker
without
ers are keep:"-aa keen weather
nation
sr.ved
women
of
the
the
to)
iiav,ng
the
national
wave.
crime
e$e on everything and everybody
applied
ol
if
hese needles had been
interfere with their
fld the popular Dastime is not. ra
psychological niuauxit.
Hi th
T
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time-hono-
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a proceedings. The law was

ab--

popular.

Clayton News.

THE
FOB SALE

-

my
400 acres near Mosquero. Will
in sell for $25.00 per acre if taken,
the at once. 130 acres in wheat and
'
the all Roes at this price.
S.E.1-- 4 of Sec.l,Twp.21 N.R. 28
See the S. A. if interested.E.N.M.P.M. Balance of $1900
due the state in 26 years,
Wanted to buy a good "cheap
Erquire at the S.A.Office.
saddle address: Box 183 Roy N.M.

HEY! $700 Cash will take
Equity in 200 acres of land
Union County and located in
N.E.1-4- ,
the S.W.1-- 4 and
t

-

--

SPANISH-AMERICA-

BRADLEY ITEMS
Litarary was quite well attend
ed and a short but good program
rendered. We hope to see a few
more out next time and more ta
king interest in the program.
Mrs. It. B.Smith acted as chair
man as, Tony was unable to att

$50,000

end.
All are enjoying the rain as
the wheat needed the moisture.

PRE-WA-

PRICES

R

On U.S.L, Storage Batteries

The worlds best

.'

"BATTERY"
U S L Repairs on any make
of battery carry an 8 months

adjustment guarantee.

Magnetos repaired and
Magnets recharged

ANDERSONS
The U. S. L. Service Station

E. J. H. ROY
SURVEYING AND MAPPING.

,

.Land

Matters-befor-

the Department of the

e

A number of farmers from ne'
ar here were called to Solano
where they held a mill meeting
Thursday. Mr. W.R. Bradley was
elected president of the board
and Al Driskill miller; a number
of other changes were also made.

"

Albert Driskll and family have
returned from Kansas where they spent the holidays and then
some. They wenj. through in th
eir car and, report a fine time.
Jim Loyd.'was among his frie
nds Wednesday attending to bus
.

;

Oscar Murphy is hauling his
corn to Koy this week. Oscar has
over 2000 bu. of the finest corn
in the country.
Tell Bradley has been up near
for the past 3 or 4 days wor
king on a tractor. He came home
Saturday eve. with" Al Cloud. A
had to come dowp for one day to
get a square meal. Hev returned
to his work at Springer aunday,

I am now fully equipped to do
this work, give me a trial and
be convinced.

n,

said bonds
able
being of the denominations of
$500 each, dated March 1st,
1921, due March 1, 1951, re
deemable at the option of the
Board of Education at any time
after ten years from date. Said
bonds shall not be sold for less
cents on the dol
than ninety-fiv- e
lar and. accrued interest. Principal and interest shall be payable at a banking house in New
York city or at the office of the
Treasurer of said Board of Edu
cation in Roy, New Mexico, at
the option of the holders. Bids
will be received for the whole or
any part of said bonds, and the
undersigned reserves the right
to reject any and all bids. The
bonds shall be sold for cash, fif
teen per centum to be paid at the
time the bid is accepted and the
balance on the delivery of the
bonds. Bids must be uncondl
tional. If a bidder, desires to
send a bid by mail, he must
transmit with the bid a certified
check fdr fifteen per centum of
the amount of the bid.
The assessed valuation of said
municipal school district is $1,
050.000.00, and except this issue
of bonds and another issue ot
$7,5.00.00, said naunicipal schoo
district has no other indebted
ness; ejthér bonded or otherwise
Latea?itnis tsui 'jjayypi janu
semi-annuall-

T.J.Heimann has had his neck
covered with carbunkles the pa
st. week and unable to get out
on account of them.
Virgil Smith has been unable
to attend school on account of
illness. Mrs. Krosneck has also
been ill both are improving.

Roy

County Surveyor

Notice is hereby given : That
the undersigned, C. Ernest An
derson, Clerk of the Board of
Education of the Village of Roy,
of the State of New. Mexico, will
on Saturday, the. 19th day of
February, 1921, at the hour of
two o'clock in' the afternoon of
said day, at the office of the
in Koy, mora
County, New Mexico offer for
sale and sell at public auction to
the 'highest and best bidder for
cash, $50,000 school bonds of the
municipal school district of the
Village of Roy, of the State of
New Mexico, bearing six per
centum interest per annum, pay.
Spanish-America-

iness.

Have your Vulcanizing
work done by a expe- rienced vulcanizer

Mimicipal School District of the
Village of Koy, b ter Lent
School Bonds.

Now is the lime to binj your "OILS" and area-- "
scs for summer work, we handle onlu .
the best in this line.
.

y,

Wm. BRASHEARS
Tire and Tube Vulcanizing, Oils and Greases
Roy, New Mexico.

MONEY TO LOAN
Plenty of it at a reasonable rate of interest on good Real Estate in eastern
Mora and southern Colfax County.j .'
'

See me at the Mills'jDrug Store.

...

i

t

Dr.O.B.Moon,

v

Mills, N. M.

ft

Mr'and Jírs.' Jay Brablevsjjfnt
1921..
tookj supper, wth ary,
Friytftve-'
C. ERNEST ANDERSON
Mr. and Mrs. Smith all returned
Clork
in time for Literary.
-

.

SPECIAL-WEDNESDA-

AND SATURDAYS

YS

CREAM PUFFS

Grandma Hazen sper.t the day

FOR SALE; Good Cane hay
last Wednesday with Mrs. M. L,
crop cal
Woods Grandma has been on the $10. per ton last years
American.
Spanish
on
sick list this week, but is better

Tires

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hazen's
baby is on the sick list this week
also Mrs. Jim Beem has been on
the sick list, but is improving."

Priced to sell

Goodyear
"Service Station"
f

ROY HARNESS SHOP
PRE-WA- R

PRICES
have rented the mechanical department of the Liberty Garage and will
do all kinds of répair work on Autos
Tractors and Engines.

I

We have reduced the price of labor

per
to 80c
all
and

work,
hour and we guarantee
will make good any errors we may
make, without any expense to our patronsLet us fix your motor and be
convinced.

Quick Service Is Our Motto
J. D. CAMPBELL
Manager

'

ATTORNEY
AT LAW

Mrs. Elsie Hazen has been having a time, with a bad tooth which unabies her to get out very
much. '

East Las Vegas,

Joe Woods and father,' also M.
L. Woods returned home Satur

New Mexico

Room 9, First Nat'I
Bank lildg,

-

.

PATRONIZE HOME

,

.
v.-'-

day evening from the corn field.
Joe had the misfortune of loos
Make your Ford start easy on
ing a wheel off of his wagon and
did not know it until he reached cold morninis;!et Bagwell rechhome, however no serious acci- arge the magneto;very little expense J.E.Busey Co.
dent happened to h;m.
Any one wanting a first class IIIIIHIl!lllllllllllllllll!lllllllllimillllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
hair cut or shave, go to Ralph
Hazen and Frank Heinman, the 1
boys can fix you up in neatest 1
and classiest manner, and are
ready to be at your service at
any and all times.
Ask the man who own? one.
We were unable to have S.S. I
Free booklet on request.
I
School on account of the rain,
we are having such a nice S. Sc- 1
Pioneer Garage
hool we hated to not have it, yet H
Mosquero, N. M.
we are all mighty glad to see the
1
FISK & COÚDYEAR TIRES
rain.
FORD PARTS
We

What do you
think of those
I
smart little
"MAXWELLS" I

hear our old friends Tom

Hamilton and family will move
to their home in the near future
we are glad to know this and a
heart" welcome awaits them.
We were sorry to hear of the
accident of Bertha Khinehart
and Miss Anderson teachers of
the Solano School. The car in
which they were riding turned
turtle but they escaped serious
injury. Both were badly shaken
up and received a number of mi
ne r bruises.
.

"

I
I

FREE 8ATTERY SERVICE

i

"IITE HAVE a Baker who can 'and does bake all,
kindsof Bread, Pies, Cakes and Pastries. .,
Come in and see, we bake daily, and .if we are not
We solicit
baking what you' want, we will bake it.
your orders for Pastries and we make a specialty of
baking Cakes for Parties. Weddings, etc.

'

Elmer E. Veeder

,

'

...

now.

TIRES

from$1.00

Bread-Pies-Cakes-Pas- tries

r
I
I

General Blacksmith

IDEAL BAKERY AND
CONFECTIONERY

Philip N. Sanchez,

V. K. Cophm, Vice President
9 YEARS (EXPERIENCE IN
ABSTRACT AND COUNTY
WORK,

Secrctni-9 YEARb EXPERIENCE IN
TAXES AND COUNTY
WORK.

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY
"

INCORPORATED.

'

Complete indexes to all lands.
compiled to all lands in Mora County-TAXKof parties llviág outside of state attended to.
INFORMATION furnished of assessments, taxes etc.,
CKKTI F1KI)
copies of any recorded instruments furnished
HE( WORDING . attended to, Deeds, Mortnaaeete.
NOTARY WORK of all kinds executed.
.

All matters entrusted to its dispatched with
PROMPTNESS and ACCURACY, at
veru reasonable charges.
your Business solicited

and
Machine Work,

Attention!

AT THE OLD STAND,

ITH THE LIBERTY
GARAGE

D. Wade,

Prop'r

Arthur Hazen hss been butch Mrs. Botven Tells Hoiv Rats Almost Burned Her House Down
ering this week.
"For two months I never went
in our cellar, fearing a rat. One
PHOTOS- - Until further notice night in bed I smelled fire. Sure
I will have my studio open on enough the rat had been nibbling
Saturdays and Mondays of each at the matches. If I hadn t acted promptly my house would
week only.
have been burned. Later we
Mail youu kedak work to us.
P
found the dead rat.
L. E. DEU1JLER
killed it. It's great stuff." Three
PHOTOGRAPHER sizes, 35c, 65c, $1.25. Sold and
guaranteed by Fairview Pharmacy and Roy Trading Co.
RAT-SNA-
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Unless you f:t the name "Bayer" on tablets, you are!
pot getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians for
Zi years, and proved safe by millions. Say "Bayer"J
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OUT INTO THE NIGHT.

fault In the matter, but he would take
his time about reopening the subject
When supper was finished Allan
went to the stables to give final atten-- ,
tlon to the horses a duty that had
always fallen 'to Jim and Harris, after a few minutes' quiet rest in his
chair, began to remove his boots.
'"The cows are not milked, John,"
said bis wife. She tried to speak in a
matter-of-faway, but the tremor in
her voice betrayed the import of the
simple statement
Harris paused with a boot half unlaced. While his recollection of Beu-lah-'s
defiance was clear enough, it
had not occurred to him that the girl
actually would stand by her guns. He
had told her that she would milk the
cows tonight as usual, and be had assumed, as a matter of course, that she
would do so. He was not accustomed
to being disobeyed.
"Where's Beulah?" he demanded.
"I guess she's In her room."
Harris laced up his boot Then he
m

Synopsis. Dissatisfied because of
the seemingly barren outlook ot
his position as a school teacher in a
Canadian town, John Harris determines to leave It, take up land In
Manitoba and become a "homesteader." Mary, the girl whom he
loves, declares she will accompany
him. They are married and set
out for the unknown country. They
select a homestead, build a home
and put In a crop. Returning from
selling his first crop, Harris finds
his wife almost insane from loneliness and with Immediate expectation of becoming a mother. A son
Is born and they name him Allan.
The story now Jumps forward 26
years. Harris Is prosperous and all
tor getting rich. Mary Is
and saddened over the change In
her husband. Allan works On the
farm. Beulah, the pretty daughter, Is rebellious at the shut-I- n
farm Ufe. Jim Travera is an unusual hired man and he Is secretly
In love with Beulah..
Harris and
Allan clash with Jim and he leaves.
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Tha Night Before Christmas.
Twas the night before Christmas,
and all through the house not a creature was stirring except Lily, the
cook, preparing to take the 10 a. m.
as a holiday surprise. And Uncle Horace, in the guest room, who has Just
discovered that sprig of holly that the
toys put between the sheets. And the
boys,
who, . having surreptitiously
opened their presents and found them
all "useful," are contemplating sabot
age.
And sister Maybelle.. who has
aved her dud gifts of the year before
and Is trying to redistribute them. And
mother, who Is going to get that red
ball on top of the tree or die In the
attempt. And father, sitting up with a
sick check book and a sheaf of newly
arrived bills. And Florence, the cat,
somewhat the worse for having sampled the Christmas punch to which
father consecrated his last bottle of'
T
,.L
' 6s rum TLuie.
otmuu.

started upstairs.

"Don't be too hard on her, John,"
urged his wife, with a little catch in
9
her voice. m
Harris was accustomed to his
"I won't be too hard on anybody,"
daughter's frankness, and as a rule he replied curtly. "It's a strange thing
paid little regard to It. He was willing you wouldn't see that she did as she
enough to be flayed, in moderationby
was told. I suppose I have to plug
her keen tongue; lrr fact, he took a away in the field until dark and then
s
secret delight in her unrestrained salcome In and dp another
lies, but that was different from dework because my women folk are too
'
'
fiance.
lazy or stubborn to do It themselves."
,
If this outburst was Intended to
"We'll talk about that some other
time, too," he said. "And you'll milk crush Mary Harris it had a very different effect She seemed to straighten
the cows tonight as usual."
Beulah opened her lips as though to up under the attack; the color came
answer, but closed them again, arose, back to her cheeks, and her eyes were
and walked out of the kitchen. For bright and defiant
"John Harris," she said. "Ton know
her the controversy was over; the die
was cast Her nature admitted of better than to say that your women
any amount of disputation up to a folk are either lazy or stubborn, but
certain point, but when the Irresist- there's a point where Imposition, even
the Imposition of a husbdnd, has to
ible force crashed Into the Immovable
To Have a Clear Sweet Skin
Touch pimples, redness, roughness object she wasted no wind on words. stop, and you've reached that point.
You didn't have to stay, in the field
or Itching, If any, with Cutlcura Oint- With her war was war.
dark. There's another day comment, then bathe with Cutlcura Soap
Harris finished his meal with little until
and hot water. Rinse, dry gently and reliuh. His daughter was very, very ing and the plowlng'U keep. It isn't
dust on a little Cutlcura Talcum to much to him, and an open rupture like the, harvest. It was Just your own
leave a fascinating fragrance on skin. with her was among the last things to contrariness that kept you there. You
fired the best man you ever had today,
Everywhere 25c each. Adv.
be Imagined. . . , Still, she must
In a fit of temper, and now you're tryallearn that the liberty of speech he
ing to take it out on us."
How to Save Money.
lowed her did not Imply equal liberty
Harris looked at her for a moment;
Two men recently entered a serve-sel- f of action. , . . His wife, too,
had then, without speaking, he continued
restaurant and, after getting what behaved most Incredibly. After all,
they desired, took their seats at the perhaps he had been hasty with Jim. up the stairs. He felt that be was
same table.
A patron seated near No doubt he would meet the boy In being very unfairly used, but he had
no Intention of shrinking from his
, them overheard the following colloquy t
Plalilville' or somewhere In the "dis- duty
as a husband and father, even if
"Bill," said one, Tve Just learned
trict before long, and he would then Its discharge should bring pain to all
how to save money. I find the way have a
frank little talk with him.
to do It Is to go in debt and pay it And he would say nothing more of the of them.
He found Beulah in her room, osout."
incident to his wife. He was begin'
""Humph," said Bill.
"I've got you ning to feel almost amiable again tensibly reading.
"Why are the cows not milked T' he
skinned a mile.
I go in debt and when recollection of Beulah, and the
demanded.
never pay It out."
regard which she was evidently culti"I thought I made It clear to you at
vating toward Travers, engulfed his noon that they wouldn't be milked by
Strength of Ice.
returning spirits like a cold douche. me," she answered, "and. there didn't
Ice two Inches thick will bear men It must not come to
that whatever seem to be anybody else hankering for
on foot.
happened.
the Job."
Ice four Inches thick will bear men
"Yon better go over to Grant's, Al"Beulah," he said, trying to speak
on horseback.
V.
lan.
you're goln'," he said as he left calmly, "don't you think this nonsense
Ice six inches' thick will bear cattle
the table. "I've some shears to has gone far enough?"
and teams with light loads.
change that'll keep me busy until you
"Too far," she agreed. "But you
Ice eight inches thick will benr teams
get back."
started It let's see you stop It."
with heavy loads.
'Beulah,'' he said, with rising anger, v
An hour later Allan returned, acIce ten inches thick will sustain a
pressuré of 1,000 pounds to the square companied by George Grant, and oper- "I won t allow you to talk to me like
ations In the field were resumed. Fa- that Remember I'm your father, and
foot.
ther and son were both anxious to you've a right to do as you're told.
Haven't I given you everything given
Those who possess the highway to
you a home, and all that, and are you
the East have the treasures of the
goln' to defy me In my own house?"
world.
"I don't want to defy you," she answered, "but if you're going to let
Cypress and walnut, when used In
your temper run away with' you, you
contact cause each other to rot
can put on the brakes yourself. And
as for all you've done for me maybe
I'm ungrateful, but It doesn't look half
so big from my side of the fence."
I
Well
"Well, whut more do you want?" he
tookDtPietce'5 .
demanded.
"For one thing, I wouldn't mind hav5i
ft
mi
ing a father."
."What do you mean? Ain't I your
CHAPTER

VI

Continued.

know there Is such a question.
Ho
takes it for granted we're here to grab
money. And then, there's the Grants.
They know there ia such a question.
and I'm sure that to some extent
they've answered It You know, I like
them, but I never go into their house
that I don't feel out of place. I feel
like they have something that I haven't
something that makes them very
rich and shows me how very poor I
am. And it's embarrassing to feel poor
among rich folks. Why, tonight George
Grant stopped on his way home to say
a word to me, and what do you suppose he said?
Nothing about the
weather, or the neighbors, or the crops,
He asked me what t thought of the
Venezuelan treaty.
Of course I'd
never heard of such a thine, but I said
I hoped It would be for the best, or
something like that, bnt I was ashamed
so ashamed he might have seen It In
the dusk. You see, they're living
and we re existing."
If Beulah hbped by such argument
to persuade her father, or even to in
fluence him, she was doomed to dlsap- -
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I'm Happy and
now for
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TVA Favorite

escríptíon"

Dixon, Nebr. "For
the young girl developing
Is
nothing better than Dr. Fierce s Fa

there

vorite Prescription. At that tima
of my life I was sadly in need of
something to strengthen and build
me up and I found Just the tonic I
needed In 'Favorite Prescription. I
would advise Its use by all young
girls at this critical period of life."
MRS. E. LONG.

Favorite Prescription contains no
Send 10c to Dr.
Pierce's Invalids' Hotel in Buffalo,
N. Y., for a trial pkg. of tableta.
alcohol or narcotic.

Stomach
on Strike
20 Years

Estonio Settled It I
"Eatonic Is wonderful," says C. W.
Burton. "I had been a sufferer from
stomach trouble for 20 years and now
I am well."
Eatonic gets right after the cause of
stomach troubles by taking up and

.

carrying out the acidity and gases and
of course, when the cause Is removed,
the sufferer gets well. If you .have
sourness, belching, indigestion, food
repeating or any other stomach
trouble, take, Eatonic tablets after
each meal and find relief. Big box
costs only a trifle with your draeslst'i
enarantee.

make up for jost time, and they worked that night long after their usual
hour 'tor quitting. It was quite dark
when the two men, tired and dusty,
came in at the close of their long day's
'
labor.
The table was set ior two.' "We
have had our supper,'.' Mary ealned.
"We thought we wouldn't jwalt auy
longer."'
"That's all right" said Harris, trying to be gerial. But he found It harder thnii he had supposed. He was
very tired, and somewhat embarrassed
following the unpleasantness at noon.
He had no thought of apologizing.
Ither to wife or daughter: on the
he Intended to make It quite
tear to them that they, bad been at
con-rar-
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ITTLE
PILIS

Take a good dose of Carter's Little Liver
Pills then take 2 or 3 for a few nights after.
They cleanse your system of all waste matter
and Regulate Your Bowels. Mild as easy to
take as SUgar. Cemtln htat (piaftiie
SmallPilL Small Dose. Small Price.
Incident at College President Had by No Means
the Best of "Guessing" Contest

True Story of Famoua

Verdun, Which French Bravery
Haa Made Immortal.

Which Ha Began.

The scaffolding has now been taken
down from the monument over the famous "Trench of the Bayonets", at
Verdun which President Millerand has
Inaugurated, But the term "trench"
Is a misnomer.
The true story Is

this:
With a Light Cloak About Her Shoulders and a 8uitcaaa In Her Hand,
Slipped Quietly From tha Front
Stairs and Out Into the Night

pointment "You're . talking a good
deal of nonsense, Beulah," he said.
"When you get older these questions
won't worry you. In the meantime,
your duty is to do as you're told. Right
now that means milk the cows, m
give you five minutes to get started."
Harris went to his room. A little
later Beulah, with a light cloak about
her shoulders and a suitcase In her
hund, slipped quietly down the front
stairs and out into the night
CHAPTER VII.
Crumbling Castles.

At the foot of the garden Beulah
paused Irresolute, the suitcase swinging gently In her hand. She had made
no plans for the decisive step events of
the day had forced upon her, but the
step ..itself she felt to be Inevitable.
She was not In love with Jim Travers ;
she had turned the whole question
ovar In her mind that afternoon, weighing it with Judicial Impartiality, supposing all manner of situations to try
out her own. emotions, and she had
come to the conclusion that Travers
was merely an incident In her life, a

s.

and"

of SaUerUeaeM

Wouldn't Stay After That
Billy went over to play at Arthur's
house but returned so soon that bis
mother was surprised. "Why did you
come home so soon 7" she inquired.
"Oh, Arthur's father said somefln'
I didn't like an' I corned right home."
"What was It he said?" questioned
mother.
"He said: Tell that noisy kid to

CdDRJSf IPATMM

Fifty-sevesurvivors of two Breton
battalions were holding the line there,
not in a trench, but In a series of
shellholes, nearly regularly spaced and
aligned. The men were so packed that
when any were wounded they were unable- to fall down, while for security
they held their rifles, with fixed bayonets, In the air.
During the whole of June 11, 12 and
13, 191 6, a terrible artillery duel raged
round them.
Caught between the
French and German barage flresi one
by one the men died, while the burst-lu- g
shells buried them under waves of
torn-uground. When the scene could
be visited all that remained was a
iine of bayonets protruding from the
ground. Continental Edition of the
n

p

The president of an Indiana college
a talk to teachers told them that
many teachers did not wish to be recognized os teachers, and in an effort
to illustrate his remark told the following experience he had:
"I was . traveling West last summer," he said, "and met on the train
an attractive young woman. In a
casual way I asked her where she
taught school.
She hastily replied:
"'Why, how do you know that I
(n

teach school?'"
"Presently I said: 'What do you
teach?' I had simply guessed she was
a teacher, and later found out that
she was a teacher of romance languages In the East. In an effort to
get even with me, I presume, she
said:
"'And what do you suppose I took
you for?'
"'Well,' I said, 'I really don't know.
What was It?'
'"An undertaker,' she retorted."

London Mall.

Discriminates.

Little Mary taking a huge
Profitable Business.
mouthful of orange.
In the swamps of Florida the hunt
Mother (horrified) Why, Mary,
ing of "bee trees" is a profitable busi don't swallow .that whole.
ness. Record of wild honey deposits
Mary What
Little
hole? Penn
of more than 300 pounds in hollow State Froth.
trees has been noted.1 The trees are
located by hunters who follow the
The earthen pan gams nothing by
flight of the bees. It requires keen contact with the copper pot. Danish
eyesight and a compass.
Proverb. .
Scene
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Too Far," She Agreed. . "But You
Started It; Let's See You Stop It"

tt MeaeaeeUcNMtaMr

Barer

NOT A "TRENCH" OF BAYONETS LERT THE HONORS BALANCED

somewhat Inspiring Incident, perhaps,
but an IncHent none the less. The
real thing the vital matter which demanded some exceptional protest was
father?"
"No!" she cried. "No! No! There's Ifte narrow and ever narrowing horizon
no father here. You're just the boss
of her father, a horizon bounded only
the foreman on the farm. You board by materia! gain. Against this narwith mother and me. We see you at rowing band of outlook her vigorous
We wouldn't see you then spirit, with Its dumb, Insistent stretchIf you didn't have to make use of us ings for the Infinite, rebelled. It whs
In that way. If you have a spare hour
not a matter of filial duty; it was not
you go to town. You're always so busy; a matter of love; to her it was a matbusy, with your little things, that you ter of existence. She saw her Idéala
have no time for big things. I'd like to. dimly enough at best, and she would
see you think about living Instead of burst every cord of affection and conworking.
And we're not living not vention rather than allow them to be
really living-- , you know we're Just ex submerged In the gray, surrounding
isting. Don't you see what I mean? murk of materialism.
We're living all In the flesh, like an
Perhaps It was custom and the
animal. When you feed the horses and subtle pulllngs of association that
put them under shelter you can't do drew her feet down the path across
anything more for them. But when the bench to- the edge of the stream
you feed und shelter your daughter that gurgled gently In the still night.
you have only half provided for her, The stars blinked a strange challenge
and It's tne other half, the starving from the sky, as though to say, "Here
half, that' refuses to starve any Is the tree of knowledge, If you dare
longer."
to drink thereof."
"i'm-ftn- t
klckln' on religion, If tl.at's
At length she turned her back on the
what you mean. Beulah," he said. stream and took the path past the
"You get goln' to church as often as house and down to the corral, where
you like,
she pausod. her ear arrested by the
"Oh, It's not religion." she proteststeady drone of milking. A lantern
ed. "At lenst. It's not Just going to sitting on the black earth cast a little
church, and things like that, although circle of light and threw a docile cow
I guess It Is a more real religion.
If In dreadful silhouette against the barn.
we just" understood.
What are we And by that dim light Beulah disWhat's the anhere for, anyway?
cerned the bent form of her mother,
swer?"
milking.
"Well, I'm here Just now to tell you
those cowg'are to he milked before "
UI can't tell yon where Ban
"Yes. dodge It! You've dodged that
Is, John. Sha left hare last
lah
you
long
It.
so
daren't
face
luestlim
night."
someBut there must be an answer
where, or there wouldn't be the question. There's Riles, now; he doesn't
rio BU COMTIMUUDJ
meal-tlme-

t

sus of 1920, there are la this country
at this time 3,170,000 widows and only
1.471,390 widowers.
This indicates
tnat the chances are, on the average,
two to one that a man will pass away
before bis wife. The main reason for
this condition of affairs Is that the
wife is generally several years younger than the husband, and then, too, go home."
at the ages above fifty the mortality
rate for men is much higher than for
France produces more than
'
women. Bankers' Life Bulletin.
eties of cheese.
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More Wldowa Than Widowers.
According to the United States cen-
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SAFETY FIRST I Accept only an "unbroken package" oí
enuine
"Bayer Tablets of Aspirin," which contains proper direcI
tions for Headache, Earache, Toothache, Neuralgia, Colds, Rheumatism, Neuritis, Lumbago, and pain g enerally. Stridly American I
Handy Un boxea of 12 tableta eeai tart a few ante Larger packages.
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WAGONER NEWS

llr. and Mrs. John Weisdorfer were pleasantly surprised last
Saturday evening when the people of the Wagoner district nd
a ' few of the Rock Springs
friends came in on them for a
'
party. They received many presents, as it was "Crystal Wedding" "anniversary.
Everyone
had a fine time and wished them
many more such happy anniversaries. Mr. and Mrs. Weisdorfer are among our most respected
citizens, andwhen we are at
their home we all enjoy the times of our lives.
Edd Weisdorfer and family
spent Monday at the Depew
home, where Chas, fixed his old
tires up so that they will double
their mileage. . So come and
have yours fixed with the
tires and.Tuse the money
saved for the high priced gas.
The wheat is certainly' en joying the rain, even though-th- e
public did have to miss some of
their Sunday visits.
-Mrs., Emil 'Weisdorfer, who
,
has been on the sick list for several days is reported some better this week.
Mrs. Minnie Rhyne was out in
A recent magazine article savs the Wagoner neighborhood this
that people accept you at your wTek visiting and attending to
own valuation, and that if you business.
value yourself highly .the people
Miss Fern Depew was home
generally will accept you at that
and we were all glad
last
valuation.. Bosh
If that were to week,
with us at the party.
her
have
true there are. people in this
town we would all have, to say
Miss Clara Wendland is reour prayers to; People accept covering from her long spell of
you at a true valuation, and gen- sickness, which many think was
erally they will come nearer a case of the "flu".
placing a correct valuation on
Wm. Weisdorfer has been on
you than you will yourself. For
sick list this week, but is
the
a time a false front mav eet bv.
&nd for a time you may be un some better at this writing.
but in the end you
Miss Ruth Depew is agent for
will, get about what you have
n
in the
comjng.
the
Wagoner neighborhood. If you
to subscribe or renew, see
J. M. Bentlev. cashier nf thp wish
her, and if you have a news item
Mound bank, and Miss let her have it. We want every
inelma Whitehair, also of Wa- school district on the Mesa rep
gon Mound, spent Sunday and
resented in the .Monday with R. H. Bentley and

A HOME BANK FOR
HOME ÍEQPLE

.

A BANK:
That can handlé your account
correctly and courteously is not
only a source of satisfaction,
but is an advertisement for your
business.
-.ü:

This institution offers all the
facilities and accomodations
consistant with good banking
and welcome your business.
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Bank of Roy
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An eastern editor says that
one man got into trouble by.mar-ryin- g
two wives. A western editor says that many have done the
same thing by marrying1 smly
one.

A

northern

editor says

that a number of his friends

found trouble enough in barely
promising to marry without go- a
..j
itor says that a friend of his was
bothered enough when he was
simply seen in company with an;
other man's wife Ex.
.
4.1

e"

-

!

der-value- d,

There may be no truth in this
story, but we are going to give it
as we heard it. For several
years a certain woman of this
community has always requested
her husband to make a New"
Years resolution to the effect
that he would never again look
upon the wine when it was red. wife of Roy.
But this year she varied the request by asking him never agaiii
to look upon the mule when it ;,W. L. Russell is looking
after
was white. Jet Visitor.
the interests of the Mesa
Company in El Paso and
Other southern points this week,
N. G, Nelson, who has beri
V

Spanish-America-

HE GAVE AND GAVE v
TILL IT HURT
The following is the true answer of a wealthy San Antonio
man to his bank's, letter calling
his collateral loan;. This comes
direct from thé bank president :
"For the following reasons I
am unable to send you the check
asked for:
,
''I ha been held up, held
down, sandbagged, walked on,
sat on, flattened out and squeezed. First by the United States
Government for Federal war
tax, the excess profits' tax and
the Liberty loan bonds, thrift,
capital stock tax, merchants' license and auto tax, and by every
society and organization that the
inventive mind of man can invent, to extract what I may 6r
may not possess!
"From the Society of John the
Baptist, the G. A. R., the Woman's Relief, the Navy League,
the Red Cross, the Black Cross,
the Purple Cross, the Double
Cross and the Y. M. C. A., the
Coy Scouts, the Jewish Relief,
the Belgian Relief and every hospital in town. Then on top of it
all comes the Associated Charities !
"The Government has so governed my business that I don't
know who owns it. I am inexamined
spected, suspected,
informed, reand
quired and commanded, so I
don't know who I am, where I
am, or. why I am here. All I
know is I am supposed to be an
inexhaustible supply of money
for every known need, desire or
hope of the human race ; and because I will not give all I have
and go out and beg, borrow or
steal money to give away, I have
been cussed, discussed, boycotted, talked about, talked to, lied
about, lied to, held up, hung up,
robbed, and nearly ruined, and
the only reason I am clinging to
life is to see what in hell is coming next."

1
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THE UNIVERSAL CAR
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Ford' Delivery Cars are used in fleets by many
of the largest business firms of the country."
This is because the Ford Delivery Car hasso.l ved
the problem of safe and quick delivery with the
smallest possible expense. Easy to understand,
easy to drive, and durable. A faithful servant
giving years of faithful service. We can give
you any style of body you want. One thing is
sure every retail merchant will makelnoney,
by having a Ford Delivery Car. Come in. Let's
talk it over. We assure you genuine Ford
service with genuine Ford 'parts. ,

BECK MOTOR CO.

R. J. Dunlop, the auctioneer,
left for Sayre, Okla., Tuesday,
where his business interests will
keep him until the latter part of
the summer, when he will return
to Roy and again enter the sale
ring business as a livestock and
Mr. Dunlop
'farm auctioneer.
made a large number of friends
during his short stay in Roy, and
'all are glad to know that he will
again return to our little town
and become a permanent

.

.

visiting at the Weisdorfer hopne
the past few weeks, left for CaliLadies, Visit the Roy Trafornia last Monday, where he ding Co.
Store; First shipmwill spend the balance of the
of
Ladies
ent
and Misses
winter. Mr. Nelson is a brother
Spring Hats just arrived.
of Mrs. Wm. Weisdorfer.

S-A-

Á

Mr. and Mrs. Joe. Gilstrap.
were called to Roy, la$s t Sunday
by the serious injury to Mrs.
mother; who was burned when the Lusk. home was

Gil-stra- p's

struck by lightning last Sunday
noon.' Mrs. Gilstrap is a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lusk. They
returned to. their Maxwell home
Tuesday morning.
Ray Busey went to Sedan last
Saturday to get young Busey,
Jr., who has been visiting his
grandparents the past few days.

For Sale: 320 acre farm
Mrs. J. B. Duvall is reported
about 10 miles east of Roy. quite
F. M. Hughes, one of Solano's
sick at the Plumlee hospital
Fair house and other impro- this week. She came up from hustling merchants, was in Roy

vements; write, V.H. Ellard her Mosquero home the latter on business the first of the week,
Pittsboro, Miss.
part of last week for treatment. home last Saturday.

Geo E. Cochrane

THE
.

;'

AUCTIONEER
'
N. M.
Mills,

.

Dates at this office.

....
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We are still at the same old stand, and always
ready to greet you with a smile.

Fairview Pharmacy
The Roy Drug Store

A complete line of;

We have no specials,
Just a "SQÜARE" deal every day

Drugs, Patent and Propriety Medicenes, Perfumes, Toilet Articles
and Stationery, Flashlights and Batteries, Candies, Cigars and Tobaccos,
Okeh Records,' Kodaks and Eastman supplies.

UP

TP-DAT- E

SODA FOUNTAIN
All the Popular Drinks and IceSj Hot Drinks in season.

News stand.
,

All

the latest Magazines and daily pap2r3.

ESTABLISHED 1908

S. E. PAXT0N GROCERY GO.

Dr. M. D. Gibbs

-

(Proprietor.)
By Charle Sugliroe
O Voto
Nmtqw Un, ,

MCKIE, THE PRINTER'S DEVIL
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WATCH THIS SPACEJEVERY WEEK.
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